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Editor’s Note
A

lthough I have never experienced having a child myself, it is
most certainly a choice that every woman considers during her
life. Pregnancy isn’t the easiest thing, but there’s no denying that
childbirth is a miracle. Whether you have a child or not, new life is all
around, and in this issue, we highlight this ‘glow’ of motherhood and all
things pregnancy (page 12). Shanghai has a lot to offer new moms so we
made sure to cover all the bases—from where to have your baby and pre- and
post-natal yoga to how to document your pregnancy.
In Life & Culture, we showcase some of the cutest and most adorable baby and
tots outfits you can find in Shanghai (page 10).
In the Education section, we focus seriously on early childhood education (page
22), discussing all its benefits and how to help parents make the tough choices.
Parents often start thinking early on about what education their child will receive
and it is critical to understand the importance of it.
In Food & Fun, we take on the challenge of those picky little eaters and give you
some tips and tricks to slyly add in healthier ingredients to meals (page 32). We
also give you the run-down on the best cafes you can find in Shanghai for grabbing a cup of joe with your girlfriends (page 30).
For the latest in Entertainment turn to page 46, where we have a father and
son duo review the latest installment of Star Wars.
And a special thank you to our lovely models on the cover, Ginny Domlija
(Xtend Barre and Pilates Instructor) and Juni McJunerson!
Until next time,
Alyssa Marie Wieting
Chief Editor
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urban blurbs

Shanghai Metro Opens
27 New Stations
Shanghai Metro commuters, rejoice! The Shanghai Metro has opened 27 new stations. Lines 11, 12
and 13 were extended, bringing the total number
of stations to 366 and the length of Shanghai’s
Metro network to 617km—the longest in the world
and 90km longer than second placed Beijing
(yeah, in your face Beijing!) Line 12 added 16 new
stations, nine of which are interchanges — more
than any other network. Line 13 added nine stations, while Line 11 added just two.

urban
blurbs
Disney Announces its
Opening Day in Shanghai

Netflix to Ban VPNs
Bad news for Netflix users in China: the online
movie and television streaming service recently
announced that it would be banning the use of
VPNs to access content. Say goodbye to watching
Girl Meets World with the kids or catching up on
Orange is the New Black after they fall asleep. With
the service already unavailable to users in China,
that essentially makes accessing the site within
the Mainland impossible. Now that means you’ll
have a hard time avoiding Making a Murderer
spoilers, unless your local DVD shop happens to
have episodes in stock.

Looks like all those wishes on a star came true, as Disney announced that
its first Mainland park in Shanghai’s Pudong area will open its doors for the
very first time on June 16. Firstcomers to the new House of Mouse will be
greeted with a ‘magical’ grand opening—so grand that it will be spread
over multiple days. Sources have also hinted that said opening will showcase Chinese history, adding in cultural elements tailored for Chinese audiences. So, extra Mulan princesses?
Located out in the hinterlands of Pudong, the enormous world-class resort
will include a gargantuan park with six themed lands, not one but two
themed hotels, a huge shopping, dining and entertainment district know
as ‘Disney Town’ and also the Wishing Star Park.

China (Finally) Passes
Domestic Violence Law
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The National People’s Congress (NPC) Standing Committee has passed a landmark law against domestic violence, offering legal protection to millions of
abuse victims for the first time in history. The legislation, which came after a
week of heated debate, was passed along with the country’s first anti-terrorism
bill and an amendment to the population and family planning law – i.e. the ‘twochild policy.’ Under the law, victims can apply for personal protection and a court
must decide whether to grant the order within 72 hours. Urgent cases may see a
result in less than 24 hours.

Shanghai Most Expensive
City For Expats in Asia
Don’t be fooled by the RMB15 bowl of noodles you had for dinner – laowai are paying top dollar to live comfortably in China.
Shanghai now tops the list of most expensive cities in the AsiaPacific region for expats, with Beijing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen close behind. The list of the top 30 most expensive cities for
expatriates revealed Beijing following Shanghai at a close second, Guangzhou at #6 and Shenzhen at #7. So get that tai-gui
le phrase down and have it ready next time you try to buy something on the street.

Six-Day Visa-Free Travel
Coming to China
In a groundbreaking decision that will certainly blow 72-hour visa-free travel out of the water, the State Public Security Ministry
announced that Shanghai and neighboring Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces will begin offering six-day, 144-hour visa-free
transit to China beginning later this week. The service will be offered to passport holders from 51 countries, including Australia,
The United States, Russia, Mexico, Brazil and a slew of countries
from the European Union. Starting January 30, travelers entering the country from Shanghai’s two airports, Hangzhou's Xiaoshan International Airport and Nanjing's Lukou International
Airport will be able to stay in those cities and provinces for up to
six days without a visa, provided that they're in transit to other
countries.
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Our Favorite Things

The Garbe-Lane Family
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

O

riginally from the United States and France, Julia and
Benoit moved to Shanghai in 2012 after living in New
York City. After spending their honeymoon in Asia
(including a visit to Shanghai), years later they decided that
they wanted to call our fair city home and are now here
indefinitely. Their sons Louis (7) and Theodore (2) are enjoying
their time here and loving all the different activities living
here has to offer. Julia and Benoit pride themselves on giving
their children a
cultured and
educational
experience while in
Shanghai,
particularly by
enjoying weekend
trips to museums
and art galleries.
On a cold Saturday
morning, they
welcomed us into
their home to take a
peek at their
everyday lives. With
Julia’s design
background, it was
no surprise how
beautiful their home
is, with ample
lighting and
intriguing artwork.
While music filled
the apartment from
a record turntable,
this heart warming
family told Urban
Family all about their
favorite things in
Shanghai.
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Our Favorite…
Breakfast
Our favourite breakfast
place with Mom and the
boys on a Saturday is Green
& Safe. We order little pastries, milk and coffee.

Brunch/Lunch
We always do brunch as a family and we usually do both
days – Saturday and Sunday.
We love Nene, which is a beautiful Italian place in a wonderful neighborhood. We do
dumplings, of course (we all
like them), so we go to places
like Din Tai Fung. We sometimes do Beef and Liberty because Louis loves hamburgers.
We ike to try different places
for brunch every weekend.

Dinner
We don’t go out too often for
dinner, especially with Theodore. We do like to have pizza
from D.O.C. and the boys love it.

Date Night Spot
If we go out, which is rare, we
like to go out with friends or
have people over for dinner
because we enjoy cooking. We
like The Living Room, which
has just opened, or Villa le Bec
for a very long, nice dinner.

Places to entertain
visitors
We really like contemporary
art and museums, so we usually hit up those. The Jewish
Quarter is really interesting
for visitors, and places like
Jing’an Temple are pretty and
easy to do. We usually like to

have a drink at The Peninsula
or Kathleen’s Waitan to get
the full view of the Bund.

Things to do as a
family
We like to ride our bikes and
look at the old lanes and the
beautiful old architecture. We
really like to go to the park at
the West Bund by the Long
Museum because we can ride
our bikes there and take a picnic and kick the ball around.
Benoit and Louis like to go to
Project Aegis on Taojiang Lu,
which is a coffee shop and a
men’s clothing store. They
also have classic video games
upstairs, which the kids like to
play.

Chinese New Year
Destination
This year, we are going to
Siem Reap in Cambodia, but
we have had some really great
Chinese New Years. We have
been to Vietnam and Thailand in the past and we really
loved them both.

Places for kids to
play
We often go to galleries or
museums like the Natural
History Museum. Louis has
started art classes that we do
together at J Gallery. The kids
get to visit an art gallery and
then paint or draw a piece
that is based on what they
were just shown and he really
enjoys it.

Place to relax
We have found a really beautiful bookstore called The
Mix Place in Hengshan Fang
They have Chinese and English art books, as well as an
amazing selection of obscure
art and design magazines.
There are beautiful sofas that
you can sit on and read while
enjoying some natural sunlight from the windows.
There’s also a small café
downstairs—it’s a great place
to get some quiet time.

Unique thing about
Shanghai
It is so metropolitan, and so
open-minded and integrated
compared to the rest of China.
Obviously that’s what makes
it easy to live here as an expat.
Other big cities in China just
simply aren’t like Shanghai.
Shanghai isn’t about its past –
it’s always about the future.
It’s always on the forefront of
what’s new, and the entrepreneurial spirit here is amazing.

> Green & Safe, 6 Dongping Lu, by Hengshan
Lu, 东平路6号, 近衡山路 (5465 1288)

Centre, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu, 南
京西路1376号上海商城111号商铺, 近西
康路, (6289 5733)

> Villa Le Bec, 321 Xinhua Lu, by Dingxi Lu,
新华路321号, 近定西路, (6241 9100)

> Project Aegis, 2F, 1 Taojiang Lu, by
Dongping Lu, 桃江路1号2楼, 近东平路,
(5436 3533)

> Nene, No.106, 47 Yongfu Lu, by Fuxing Xi Lu,
永福路47号106室, 近复兴西路 (6418 5055)

> D.O.C., 5 Dongping Lu, by Hengshan Lu, 东
平路5号, 近衡山路, (6473 9394)

> The Peninsula Shanghai, 32 Zhongshan
Dong Yi Lu, by Beijing Dong Lu, 中山东一路
32号, 近北京东路 (4001 200 618)

> The Mix Place, 880 Hengshan Lu, by
Tianping Lu, 衡山路880号, 近天平路,
(5424 5722)

>Din Tai Fung, various locations

> The Living Room, 357 Jianguo Xi Lu, by
Taiyuan Lu, 建国西路357号, 近太原路
(3338 4666)

> Kathleen’s Waitan, 4/F, Sassoon
Warehouse, 200 Huangpu Lu, by Qingpu Lu,
黄浦路200号4楼, 近清浦路, (6660 0989)

> Je Fine Art Gallery, 498 Yongjia Lu, by
Yueyang Lu, 永嘉路498号, 近岳阳路 (021
6415 7709)

>Beef and Liberty, Suite 111, Shanghai

www.urban-family.com
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The Art of Decluttering

The Struggle to Get Rid of What You Only Think You Need
By Shirani Alfreds

A

lmost at the end of last year,
when I thought I had finished my
holiday shopping (who really finishes, right?), I realized that being in
Shanghai could be very dangerous for
accumulating clutter. Okay, it wasn’t really me that realized this, but my husband, Mr. One-pen-on-the-desk guy that
observed this as I joyfully elucidated my
daily discoveries of Shanghai’s fake markets, flower markets, fabric markets, antique markets and you-name-it-markets.
When his eyes widened in fear as I described all the interesting but useless
gifts I had procured for guests overseas, I
decided I’d better take stock. Literally.
This is especially after I spent far too
much time wondering to whom I should
give the fluorescent red wind chime in
the shape of a Chinese theater mask that
may or may not chime depending on the
direction of the wind. You see, I am the
kind of person whose headspace is directly related to the amount of clutter in
my life. If my house is not in order (or in
my kind of order), I cannot work, or function at a level of efficiency I prefer. I also
go a little berserk.
Now before you go
thinking I’m some
sort of malfunctioning C-3PO, I’m not.
With two kids, I realize
that having a spotless
house is not only a challenge, it is a pipe dream,
but you obviously have to
make do. I
wanted tips
on how to
‘make do’ even
better though, so
I began researching
a book by decluttering queen Marie
Kondo. She wrote
The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up in 2014 and her
strategically timed sequel

8
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released for this new year is called Spark
Joy: An Illustrated Master Class on the Art
of Organising and Tidying Up.
Spark Joy, seriously? Go on—admit that’s
what you were thinking as that’s definitely what I thought! This, according to her,
is a literal physical sensation – something to do with “cells rising in your
body.” (I must lack serious body awareness, as I have never felt any of my cells.)
Also, tidying up is now an “art”? I immediately began brainstorming ideas for
my series on how to vacuum until someone told me Kondo’s second book has illustrations on how to fold things like underwear and socks to maximize space.
And joy. Wow. I don’t even know how to
draw a vacuum.

That’s when I decided I couldn’t join the
cult of Kondo. Whilst I’m all for ‘putting
something away where it belongs,’ imbuing objects with feelings, saying ‘sayonara’ to them as they hit the dumpster
and thanking them for their service to
you in their short/long lifespan (something she advocates) is a little too Shintoistic for me. (I also have an old childhood
fear that the teddy bear might actually
start talking back to me if I so much as
acknowledge it might be alive.) Like
most non C-3PO-type personalities, my
joy is also sparked in other more random
ways and tidying up is definitely not one
of them. This is not to undermine the
life-changing effects felt by some after
employing her methods though—two of
her clients apparently decluttered themselves of their husbands. True story.
So that got me thinking. Not that I want
to declutter myself of anyone specific
(for now anyway), it did make me wonder
about my social media feeds. Did I really
want to hear about whose baby farted
how many times and where they
had lunch? These things most certainly do not lift my cells! Hence I
hit on how I could ‘Kondo’ my life – I
would declutter
information.
And voila! I’m happy to report that
it is most certainly life
changing in
terms of time
saved, a
clearer mind
and my cells
being lifted.
So please excuse me if you
find you are no
longer friend on
Facebook –it is not
personal and I’m
sure we will still
have ‘Kon-tact.’

thing is, in spite of the fact that there are
numerous books written on the subject
such as the recently released The Birth Order Book: Why You Are The Way You Are;
the research that these books are based
on (and resulting abundance of false
truths on the web).

Birth Order

Does it Really Matter?
By Matt Kuykendall

T

here is a lot of conventional wisdom and armchair psychology
based ‘truths’ regarding birth order’s effect on personality development.
I even had a friend growing up who, as
early as high school, explained her shortcomings with the fact that she was a middle child. Parents seeking to excuse their
second child’s poor behavior in school
may say, “well, he’s the youngest, so he’s
just acting out for attention” whereas
first-born children with academic success
and leadership traits are explained away
as owing some degree of their success to
their good fortune of having been born
first.
Parents who attempt to explain their
children’s personality attributes by birth
order are, of course, simply attempting to
make sense of what is so often unintelligible. The birth order explanation seems
perfect because it fits with Occam’s razor
as well as with our own intuitive knowledge of psychology and human development. It makes sense that the last-born
child would indeed struggle to achieve

the same level of attention as his siblings
and thus turn into the family clown in
order to get a larger share of his parents’
affection. And, of course, the first born
will be the most academic, for they’ll
have their parents' full attention for a
longer period of time, as well as needing
to mature ‘sooner’ so that they can take
care of their younger siblings.
All this makes logical sense, right? The

'Parents who attempt to
explain their children’s
personality attributes visà-vis birth order are of
course simply attempting
to make sense of what is
so often unintelligible'

The very significant problem with the
majority of research on birth order and
its effect on personality development is
that there is no way to separate out birth
order effects from socio-economic effects.
For example, people with more education
and more money tend to have fewer children. So a disproportionate number of
only child subjects studied came from
high-income two-parent homes. Whereas
in studies conducted on middle children,
families with three or more children,
tended to fall lower on the socio economic spectrum. Additionally, family size is
often tied to culture, and therefore cultural differences could account for personality differences as well. Because of research methodology problems such as
these, some leading scientists, including
Steven Pinker of Harvard University, have
dismissed birth order as irrelevant.
But it’s got to matter, right? Birth order
must have some effect on personality development, but what? Answers are slowly
emerging as more scientifically sound research is being conducted, specifically by
Josh Hartshorne at Harvard University.
He recently published a paper elucidating
birth order’s affects on IQ, which found
that, “The more older siblings one has,
the lower one’s IQ.” His colleagues have
subsequently published an incredibly interesting and scientifically valid study illustrating that birth order has a statistically significant affect on which individuals we choose as friends and spouses.
First-born people tend to associate with
other first-born people, and so on. If we
believe that we choose friends with similar personalities to ourselves, then this
Harvard study does indeed establish a
correlation between birth order and personality development.
These two findings indeed validate some
of our intuition, and seem to back up previous studies that were not scientifically
valid, though it is important to separate
the folk psychology from actual science.
This will enable a more lucid understanding of your children’s behavior.
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Zara, RMB159
>www.zara.cn

H&M, RMB179
>www.hm.com

TAO, RMB156
>www.t-a-o.com

Zara, RMB119
>www.zara.cn
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H&M, RMB149
>www.hm.com

Naissance,
Dress RMB820,
sweater RMB1100
>WeChat ID:
NaissanceKids
Zara, RMB229
>www.zara.cn
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Maternity

&

New Moms
P

regnancy and childbirth are
precious times for every parent
and it’s important to make the
most of your experience. There’s
something about having a baby in
another country that can be a bit
daunting, but there are plenty of
ways to make you feel comfortable
and at ease in Shanghai. Whether
you are pregnant yourself, a new
dad, or your best friend is expecting
there is something here for you.
Shanghai has a lot to offer new
moms so we made sure to cover all
the bases—from where to have your
baby and pre- and post-natal yoga to
how to document your pregnancy.
We even take a look at Chinese
customs and what not to do during
pregnancy to keep sending good
vibes your way. So enjoy this time
and welcome your little newcomer
into your home in China.

www.urban-family.com
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Zuo
Yuezi
An Ancient Postpartum Practice Adapted Over Time
By Alyssa Wieting

C

hina is a place of culture and tradition. Traditions
may be adapted over time, but for the main, Chinese stick to their tried-and-tested customs. Women
are no exceptions, and for centuries, Chinese women have
practiced zuo yuezi (坐月子), otherwise known as ‘sittingthe-month’ or the ‘confinement month.’ And it is literally
that—sitting.
Zuo yuezi refers to the month after giving birth when a woman needs to heal from the birthing process. If done in the traditional way, it consists of staying inside, not eating cool or
cold foods, not washing one’s body or hair, avoiding all wind
or air conditioning, not brushing teeth, and avoiding exercise
or anything that may overwork the body. The whole idea is
that the birthing process causes an imbalance of blood and
heat, which are lost at birth; this one-month period gives a
woman time to regain her body’s heat and recover. The Chinese have taken into account how the body changes during
pregnancy, and this month allows a woman’s health to become balanced again.

‘It is for both mom and child, but
more for moms to have a good rest
after the birth. They have professionals there to take care of the
baby, but there is a very large focus
on the mother’
Shifting to a More Modern Time
However, as the times change, customs will also adapt.
Gina Wu at Redleaf Hospital explains, “Zuo yuezi is a deeply planted cultural aspect in China, but as lifestyles
change, the way of zuo yuezi might also change with the
times. The general concept of it, followed for over 5.000
years, will not change, however.” There are no questions
whether the confinement month should be completed—
that is a given for most women in China—but the styles
are being modified.
For example, if completed in the traditional manner women are not allowed to wash their hair or body because of the
potential cold and chills that come with using water. Now
that there are hair dryers, this problem is solved as women
can now wash their hair without sitting for hours with a
wet head. Another example is that women used to eat
three to eight eggs per day during this period in order to
consume key supplements and nutrients.Now, women
have more choices to take in the nutrients needed after
childbirth.
Danielle Lu, a local Chinese woman in Shanghai, spoke to
us about her experience during the confinement month.
She gave birth to a baby girl in 2014 and completed a
more modern version of the practice. Although she agrees
with the concept, she felt that adaptations were important in the process to benefit both her and her daughter.
She explains, “I think it is the love between [my baby and
me] that helped me to recover very quickly. I do agree
that new moms should stay in bed to help their bodies get
better. However, proper exercise is also conducive to the
rehabilitation of the body; taking a walk around your
room is a good way to do this. Also, I started taking showers every two days from the third day after the delivery. A
clean mom is safer and more comfortable for her baby.”
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She also incorporated vegetables and
fruit into her diet, which is usually not
allowed during zuo yuezi.

Health Concerns from the
West
Although Chinese women are faithful
to the custom, there have been some
questions regarding health and safety
from foreign doctors, particularly after an incident in 2015 where a woman died during the confinement
month due to heat stroke when she
was trying to avoid the cold. Doctors
have voiced concerns that lack of exercise and heat (particularly during
summer months) is unsafe for new
mothers.
A CNN report in 2015 questioned the
practice of zuo yuezi and cited that
even a TCM doctor had encouraged
mothers in a local newspaper to adapt
the practice to modern society. He explained that new mothers should still
avoid the cold, but could use fans if
they weren’t pointed directly at them.
The rules of not brushing teeth or
washing hair have no substantial medical basis and can be followed without
causing any harm to the mother.
When asking local women whether
there are health concerns, they tend
to answer “no.” They have adapted
what they think should change based
on personal preference. Gina from
Redleaf explained that there are no
downsides to completing the confinement month. With the new technologies and services coming out, women
often overstay the intended 30-day cycle and now usually reside for two
months in their hospital instead.

Shelling Out for Facilities
& Confinement Centers
Completing zuo yuezi isn’t cheap, especially if you want to stay in a hospital or care center. Parents can shell out
some serious kuai to get the full package of care at an upscale facility.
Take Ukang Maternity Center for instance, located on the sixth and eighth

floors of the Hilton Hotel in Jing’an.
This center provides 24-hour nursing
staff available for moms to use at any
time with their babies. The facility provides up to six warm meals a day to
new moms, as well as a Chinese tea
that helps with the production of
breast milk. Moms can take advantage
of massages and other services to assist them in the recovery process.

‘My husband didn't like
the idea at first...It was a
culture clash, but it was
good for us to experience as new parents’
Nicole Zhou, a local Shanghai mom
who completed her confinement
month at Ukang, explains, “It is for
both mom and child, but it is more for
moms to have a good rest after the
birth. In the meantime they have professionals there to take care of the
baby, but there is a very large focus on
the mother.” She explained that she
acquired a lot of knowledge through
the baby classes for mothers. It allowed her to have a better understanding of her new baby and established
confidence while she was simultaneously resting and recovering from the
birthing process.

For those who choose not to use a facility, women can easily complete their
confinement month at home but often hire an ayi or caretaker to assist
with the baby.

Something to Learn
Although we couldn’t find a non-Asian
woman who has completed zuo yuezi
in Shanghai, this practice has been
adopted across Asia. Facilities have
also seen a major increase in mixed
couples undertaking the confinement
month, where the wife is always Asian
and the husband is foreign. Although
some husbands may be resistant to
the practice, they show support to
their wife in recovery. Nicole explains
that her German husband had his
own reservations, “My husband didn’t
like the idea at first, but in the end he
changed his mind. No one in Germany
does this and he honestly thought it
was a bit pricey. It was a culture clash,
but it was good for us to experience as
new parents.”
So, is there something to be learned
from this ancient practice? As one
mother put it, “New Chinese moms
very much indulge themselves,” and
this certainly seems to be true. Perhaps foreigners could learn a something from this postpartum routine.
So go take a long rest and bond with
your new bundle of joy, but just make
sure to wash your hair.

www.urban-family.com
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where to go when you
are expecting
By Virginia Werner

hoosing the hospital for your delivery is not easy feat, in Shanghai as anywhere else. Fret not, though. The city has plenty of facilities catering to expecting moms, from modern Chinese hospitals to Western private clinics. Here’s a roundup
of some of the best options around. For a full list, check our guide on www.urban-family.com.

Redleaf Women’s
Hospital
A top-notch hospital designed to meet the highest of
international hospital standards, Redleaf specializes in
medical care for mother and
baby, during and after pregnancy.
C-section rate: N/A (most clients choose vaginal delivery)
Pain relief: Epidurals and
other forms available.
Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU): Newborn Special Care Nursery available on
site, newborns in need of intensive care will be transferred to Fudan University
Children’s Hospital.
Pre-natal classes: Available
in both English and Chinese.
Cost: Prenatal packages
RMB18,000-23,000 (includes
check ups from 12 weeks, initial and follow up consultations, 15+ types of lab tests,
ultrasound, fetal non-stress
tests and Down Syndrome
screening tests), Natural Delivery RMB73,000, C-section
RMB110,000.
> 1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Donghu Lu, 淮
海中路1209号, 近东湖路. (6196 3333)
www.redleafhospital.com

Shanghai United
Family Hospital
An international-standard
private hospital providing a
comprehensive selection of
services for the entire family
in both English and Chinese.
C-section rate: 30%
Pain relief: Epidurals, natural pain relief, Entonox
Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU): Available on
site, RMB30,000 per night
Pre-natal classes: Available
in both English and Chinese.
Cost: RMB21,000 for 10 prenatal examinations, Natural
Delivery RMB65,000, C-section RMB118,000
> 1139 Xianxia Lu, by Linquan Lu, 仙霞路
1139号, 近林泉路. (400 639 3900) www.
ufh.com.cn

American-Sino OB
GYN, Pediatrics Services
A top-notch facility in town
offering services spanning
pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology.
C-Section rate: 40%.
Pain relief: Available in a variety of methods.
Pre-natal classes: Soon available in Chinese and English.
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU): Available on site,
emergencies are transferred
to other hospitals.
Cost: 850 Prenatal packaging.
Prenatal care is RMB20,000.
Vaginal delivery: RMB45,000.
C-Section: RMB70,000.
> 3/F, Block 6, Clove Apt Bldg, 800 Huashan
Lu, by Wulumuqi Bei Lu, 华山路800号,
近乌鲁木齐北路 (3175 2500) www.
americanobgyn.com/

And if you go local…

International Peace
Maternity & Child Health
Hospital (IPMCH)
A highly recognized and
award-winning institute, the
IPMCH is a great option if
you prefer to go local. Many
consider it the number one
maternity hospital is China.
Demand is high – women
wanting to deliver here are
recommended to apply
around the 6th week mark.
C-section rate: N/A (most clients choose vaginal delivery).
Pain relief: Epidural, natural
pain relief, anesthetics.
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU): Available on site.
Pre-natal classes: Available
in Chinese only.
Cost: Around RMB30,000
from the beginning to delivery.
> International Peace Maternity & Child
Health Hospital, 910 Hengshan Lu, by
Huashan Lu 衡山路910号国际和平妇幼
保健院，近华山路 (6407 0434 ext.8) www.
ipmch.com.cn/en/aboutus_en.html
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Documenting that Bump
Things to Do with Your Belly During Pregnancy
By Cindy Gao & Alyssa Wieting

P

regnancy is a special time for
women full of exciting new experiences (and maybe some that are
not so exciting). It’s a period in life that
most want to remember since it is one of
those ‘life-defining experiences.’ After
some chitchat we found that women can
do some funky things with their oversized bellies during pregnancy, but who
are we to judge? Here are some fun and
creative ways you can document your
bump here in Shanghai.

Cast Your Bump
Sometimes it’s not enough to just take pictures of your belly bump – you’ve got to
document it in 3D. For more forward
thinking, tactile- oriented moms-to-be, the
weird world of belly casting awaits.

Paint Your Bump
Painting your bump has apparently become all the rage in the UK, and it has
now made its way to Shanghai. Kathryn
Robbins has broken into this niche market
after her experiences with costume and
body painting.
She first tried it out on her sister when she
was eight months pregnant, and realized
how much fun it could be for moms-tobe. She explains that it can be a very liberating experience for those being body
painted and she enjoys it because the connections she makes with clients happen
quite quickly.

The paint is completely safe, water-based
and is easy to take off, but to make sure
soon-to-be-moms can remember the
A belly cast is a 3D sculpture of the pregwhole experience, a professional photognant body made from a plaster mold.
rapher is there to document it. Together
Strips of plaster are laid directly on the bel- with Silver Cloud Studio, Katherine will be
ly (and neighboring parts if you prefer
offering packages of bump painting and a
your sculptures more realistic than abphoto shoot starting at RMB2,888. The
stract), set to dry, and then painted with a
painting process takes about three hours
gesso sealant to ensure longevity. While
and she is always conscious of how long
celebrity moms like Kourtney Kardashian
women are able to sit down and feel comhave gotten their belly casts done professionally, you can buy your very own DIY
Photograph Your Bump
kit from—where else ?—Taobao.
For best results, Taobao belly cast seller
Chen Guori suggests making the cast at
around the eighth month of pregnancy.
He
suggests watching how-to
videos online for instructions and ideas, as well as
inviting family members
and friends to help with
the process. Sounds like a
fun party – wouldn’t you
want to have your friends
over to drink wine and
make a mold of your bare
stomach?
Chen’s kits are all made with
materials that meet EU safety standards.
The finished plaster cast can also be painted and decorated; Chen will be adding
paints to his Taobao store soon. If belly
casts don’t sound like your thing, you can
also buy mold-making kits for your baby’s
hands and feet instead.
> Haisenlan Co Ltd, purchase at kxtang.taobao.com

We’ve all been annoyed by
friends who obsessively
post photos of their kids
and bumps, and if you are
pregnant you are most likely
to follow suit, but don’t fret.
You can do it classily with
some professional photographs of your bump and the
family.
There aren’t too many photographers who
work with bumps, but Barefoot Studios
here in Shanghai specializes in both pregnancy and family photography and can
help you capture the glory of your baby
bump for all to see. Expat Don Yap started
the studio with the mission of offering
Shanghai parents a refreshing antidote to
the usual over-the-top, kitschy Chinese
photography aesthetic.
Pregnancy photo shoots are 90 minutes
and start from RMB2,800. Since pregnancy shoots often involve some kind of nu-

fortable, taking
breaks for them to walk
around and improve their circulation.
If you want to go all out, she also offers full
body painting, and family members can
even be added to the experience. For those
who don’t quite know what they want,
there is a portfolio of options to choose
from. Katherine uses the gender of the
baby and other details about the woman
to create some artistic inspiration.
> Kathryn Robbins, WeChat ID: Kathryn80085 or email
kathrynrobbinsmua@gmail.com

dity, they are always scheduled
with a female photographer to
ensure the comfort of the
mother. While the studio’s
philosophy emphasizes
clean and natural shots –
hence the name Barefoot –
they also work with each
mother to customize the
shoot according to her particular identity and style.
Schedule the shoot between the 28th and
the 31st week of your pregnancy as this is
usually the optimum bump size for the
photographer to work with. Wearing a
two-piece outfit also helps to showcase
that round belly. But the biggest tip of all
is to “Involve your partner,” Yap says. “This
is an experience that you can both cherish.”
> Barefoot Studios, 4th Floor, 668 Huaian Lu, by Changhua Lu,
淮安路668号4楼，近昌化路 WeChat ID: barefootSH, (136
3649 9379)
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Yoga
Focus

How to Help Your Body
During and After Pregnancy
in Shanghai
By Emily Wetzki

T

he health benefits of yoga are well known. During and after pregnancy,
it’s even more important to make time for the ancient practice, which can
provide numerous short and long term benefits for you and your baby. In
addition to being a great technique for relaxing, yoga will help stretch you in
the right places (before the baby does it for you), tone the right muscles,
improve blood circulation and help you develop good breathing techniques for
labor. Post-baby, yoga is a great way to rediscover your core and abdominal
muscles and relax the upper body, which can become tense through feeding and
carrying. Here are a few of our favorite Shanghai venues. (As always, please
check with your doctor before taking part in pre- and post-natal yoga.)

The Clinic

Smart new former French Concession physical therapy center The Clinic has a postnatal yoga class taught by Susie Moon, a registered pre- and post-natal teacher. Their
classes mix traditional yoga with a medical bent, paying extra attention to the fragile
bodies of new moms. After giving birth, there is normally a gap in the abdominal wall
that naturally closes in time, however, it can remain open for between six and 10
months with a width of up to the size of three fingertips. In this case, there are many
exercises that simply are not suitable as the gap could be widened further by certain
postures. The Clinic focuses on the positions that will help the abdominals knit back
together and prevent further separation. Susie will check your abdominals before
class starts to assess how far you can push during the class. The Clinic also happens to
be the only school in China offering pre- and post-natal teacher training if you’re interested in helping others. The Clinic keeps their classes small to ensure an intimate
student-teacher environment at their sleek Jiashan Lu location.
> First class free, RMB300 drop-in, 10 class card RMB2500, 20 class card RMB4000, The Clinic, Suite A501, Floor 5, Building B, 118
Jiashan Lu, by Yongkang Lu, 嘉善路118号，近永康路 (3368 8801, http://www.theclinic.international)
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Yoga Room

Yoga Room has two upmarket locations at the Jing’An Kerry Centre and the Four
Seasons Hotel on Weihai Lu. The latter is where the practice’s pre-natal classes take
place. The relaxing experience starts when you enter the hotel’s lobby and continues through the luxurious changing area, complete with complimentary drinks,
fruit and chill-out area. Yoga Room focuses on the mind and body in their classes
and starts each class with breathing exercises to center and focus their students.
Teachers always ask if there are any particular parts of the body that students want
to focus on. Astrid, who founded the yoga group with her husband, might even give
you a mini mid-class back massage, which is heavenly, especially for those in the
later stages of pregnancy when the lower back is under more strain. Afterwards, relax and take a soak in the jacuzzi in the spa changing room!
> First class free, RMB180 per class (drop-in) thereafter. Tuesdays at 7.15pm and Saturdays at 9.45am, 4th floor, Four Seasons
Hotel, 500 Weihai Lu, by Shimen Yi Lu, 威海路500号，近石门一路 (www.yoga-shanghai.com, 134 8274 9766)

Mommy Bow

For ladies in Hongqiao, Hong Yoga studio is our choice for pre- and post-natal classes. A favorite with mommas-to-be in the area, Hong focuses on providing a relaxing
environment to enable you to center your mind and bond with your unborn baby.
In addition to the common toning and stretching poses, instructors will teach you
the art of chanting, said to be a useful aid during childbirth. No experience is necessary but you must be in your second trimester or after to take part. Their post-natal
offering has a more restorative focus helping moms to regain their core strength
and relax. If you are feeling extra energetic, Hong Yoga also hosts a Mommy and
Me baby yoga class for babies from four weeks old and above.

Mommy Bow was founded by Shanghai
mom Melissa Mueller Chang, who saw a
gap in the market for exercises tailored
towards expectant and new moms. She
hosts pre- and post-natal exercise classes
for up to six moms and babies in Tianzifang and Lakeville Xintiandi, which focus
on elements such as bonding with baby,
stretching, toning (after birth) and various recovery exercises. Seventy-minute
pre- and post-natal yoga classes are also
available at the same locations, the prenatal will help you remain flexible during
your pregnancy, as well as strengthening
your birthing muscles and helping you
relax. The post-natal offering welcomes
moms and their babies from six weeks to
crawling age with bonding exercises plus
the usual relaxation and stretching techniques. Regular lunch and coffee dates
follow the classes, should you wish to
join.

> From RMB100, Pre-natal yoga on Mondays, Tuesdays and Saturdays at 10am and Wednesdays at 6.30pm, Post-natal yoga
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 10am, 633 Wuzhong Lu, 38 Mingshen Garden, by Hongxu Lu, 吴中路633弄明申花园
38号，近虹许路 (brown townhouses at the back and on the right side of compound). Moms-to-be can take these classes
from second trimester only, www.prenatalyoga-shanghai.com

> RMB160 per class, various class times at their various
locations, visit website for class times www.mommybow.com,
Studio 508, Building 5, 210 Taikang Lu, by Sinan Lu, 泰康路
210号5号楼508室，近思南路 (137 9531 6101)

Hong Yoga

Pure Yoga

Pure Yoga opened its first Mainland China studio at the iapm mall in 2013, and has locations in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taipei and New York. It even has its own exclusive line of
women’s active wear–Pure Apparel. Their pre-natal yoga classes are designed to both
strengthen and relax an expectant mother’s body, while their pre-natal ‘yogalates’ classes combine both yoga and Pilates to prepare the body for the physical demands of birth,
including meditative breathing techniques and exercises specifically designed to
strengthen your pelvic floor muscles and open the hips. The classes conclude with guided meditation to help the expectant mother connect and communicate with baby.
> www.pure-yoga.com.cn, L6-615 iapm mall, 999 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Shaanxi Nan Lu 淮海中路999号，近陕西南路 (5466
1266)
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regnancy is an exciting
and rewarding time in a
woman’s life. It is also
chock-full of do’s and don’ts, but
it can be hard to determine the
best thing to do if it isn’t backed
by hard scientific evidence.
Judging by the fact that over 16
million babies were born in
China in 2014, the Chinese
must be doing something right.
No, it’s not just something in
the water – many Chinese
women follow superstitions
during pregnancy that have
been around for centuries to
ensure the entire process goes
smoothly. Take a gander at
some Chinese pregnancy taboos
that are believed to keep
mother and baby healthy
during this special time.

Chinese
Pregnancy
Taboos
The Superstitions that Surround
Pregnancy

By Virginia Werner, Illustrations by Jupy Zhang

E

at Right – We’ve all heard the
phrase: “You are what you eat.”
The Chinese believe that this applies to an expectant mother’s baby as
well. Consuming dark colored foods such
as soy sauce or coffee may result in the baby having a dark
complexion, and eating
meats such as rabbit or snake
are believed to cause the baby
to have cleft lip or skin problems.

Illustrations by: Jupy Zhang

Take Action Against Evil
Spirits – Pregnant Chinese
women are advised to not attend funerals or enter vacant
buildings – chances are these
places are filled with evil spirits and may have a negative
affect on the baby.
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Avoid Good Spirits, too –
While the avoidance of funerals might seem like a no
brainer, Chinese pregnancy
taboos suggest avoiding happy occasions like weddings as
well. It is believed that it may
cause a “clash of the two joys”
and lead to complications in
pregnancy.
Inspire Yourself – Just as an
aspiring musician might
hang photos of Johnny Cash
and Jimi Hendrix around
their home, expectant mothers should surround themselves with photos of cute
and healthy babies to in-

Some other
interesting
pregnancy taboos
from around
the world:
The Philippines

crease their chances of having a beautiful
baby themselves.
Don’t Rub Your Belly – The Chinese believe that rubbing a pregnant belly often
will result in a demanding and ungrateful
child.
Avoid House Renovations – Your body is
a temple and so is your home, so Chinese
pregnancy taboos forbid making house
repairs during pregnancy. Anything that
involves drilling, hammering, chopping,
sawing, etc. could lead to miscarriages or
fetal deformities. Plus, who wants to hear
that kind of racket when they are trying
to remain peaceful?
Avoid Scissors Near the Bed – The use of
scissors or needles, especially near the
bed, is believed to signify cutting or damaging the baby’s umbilical cord and may
lead to problems later in childbirth.
But Knives Are Okay – Expectant mothers are strongly advised to place a knife
under the bed to ward off evil spirits.
Keep Your Mind Stress Free – Whatever
affects an expectant mother’s mind will
also affect the baby in her belly. Avoid situations that may cause anguish and
avoid using foul language, as it might result in the baby being cursed.

No Bare Feet Outside – Based on an old wives
tale, in the Philippines pregnant women are advised not to walk outside barefoot as it leaves her
and the baby susceptible to harm from bad fairies that live outside.

Japan
Avoid Seafood with Claws – The Japanese believe
that the consumption of seafood such as lobsters
or crabs will cause the child to become a thief later in life.

Switzerland
Keep Baby’s Chosen Name a Secret – The Swiss
believe that the baby’s name should be kept secret until he/she is born, as it may cause bad
luck.

Indonesia
Be Nice – The Indonesian take on the Golden
Rule. Poking fun at a handicapped or mentally
disabled person while pregnant will cause your
baby to be born with the same . Although we
would hope that this taboo applies to one’s entire
life!

Bolivia
No Knitting – In Bolivia, knitting or any other activity that involves the twisting or weaving of
threads is prohibited while pregnant, as it is believed to symbolize the movement of the umbilical cord in a way that will harm the baby.

Protect your Shoulders – It may seem
like a hard one to avoid, but superstition
considers touching a pregnant woman's
shoulder to be incredibly unlucky for
both parties. You don't want to invite that
kind of misfortune into your life.
Keep it a Secret – Don't let slip that you
have a bun in the oven to anyone except
family in the first three months, otherwise your baby will likely be stingy or upset with you, and that's not supposed to
happen until adolescence. Also if the
news is premature there is a chance the
baby will be lost, and no one wants that.
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the
importance
of
early
years
A Look at the English Early Years Foundation Stage
By Trisha Ferguson, Head of Early Years at Harrow International School

T

he development a child makes in
their early years has profound effects on their life chances and later successes. When you think about this,
it makes sense that if a young child has a
good start in life, they are more likely to
have a positive future. During birth to 3
years a child’s brain develops considerably. These connections help secure brain
function and organization for later life.
The quality and breadth of experiences
children have at this stage in their development is crucial. In direct correspondence with this are the relationships and
bonds young children make with adults
in their care. As established by educational psychologist Abraham Maslow in 1943,
young children need to feel loved and
have their basic needs met, such as food,
clothing and housing. When these needs
are met, it sets the scene for optimum
learning to take place.

What is EYFS?
As a statutory requirement, all schools in
the UK follow the English Early Years
Foundation Stage (EYFS), which focuses
on seven Areas of Learning (AOL) and development in phases from birth to 5 years
of age. Children progress and develop at
different rates and stages; the EYFS curriculum caters to this. The Early Years framework is built upon three key components
for development and learning: a unique
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child, positive relationships and enabling
environments; skilled Early Years practitioners plan and teach through these
guiding principles. High quality Early
Years teaching derives from expert early
childhood educators who know about
child development extensively. The Early
Years also have a focus on developing pupils’ independence and autonomous
learning.
The EYFS also emphasizes the importance
of parents as partners. Research has
shown the impact of parents and school
settings working together. As the EYFS
states, “Parents are children’s first and
most enduring educators. When parents
and practitioners work together in early
years settings, the results have a positive
impact on children’s development and
learning.” Parents/caregivers have a
wealth of knowledge about their child and
skilled practitioners tap into this to help
support and enhance children’s learning
in class. Early Years practitioners use resources such as scrapbooks and home
school diaries to help document learning
and information from home. These communication sources are vital to home and
school working together and support the
development of sustained progress.

solutely crucial to a young child’s development and learning. The importance of
play should not be underestimated. According to Kenneth Ginsberg, a professor
of Pediatrics at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, “Play allows
children to use their creativity while developing their imagination, dexterity, and
physical, cognitive and emotional
strength.” Young children develop their
speech and language through play by observing their teachers and other children.
Practitioners create a model of how to
play, talk, listen and communicate. Outstanding Early Years teachers know the
value of play, and plan for high quality
play and interactions each week. Children
are observed and supported in their own
initiated play, and also during adult directed play or focused activities.
Developmental psychologist Lev Vygotsky
in 1978 theorized that children have two
aspects to their experiences: what they
can do on their own and what they can do
when their learning is scaffolded in the
‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD).
Specialist Early Years teachers provide
this scaffold when children are engaged
in their play. Here we also see elements of
challenge and pace depending on the focus. Practitioners support the child in securing established connections and making new ones. This is where real learning
takes place and young children demonstrate high levels of involvement and engagement. This enables them to flourish,
reaching their full potential.

The Importance of Playing

Practitioners plan for seven AOL across
the curriculum; this involves three prime
areas of learning and four specific areas.
The prime areas are the bedrock of a
child’s learning and development. They
include communication and language,
personal, social and emotional development and physical development. Once
the three prime areas have established a
secure foundation, they enable children
to explore the four specific areas (literacy,
mathematics, understanding of the world
and expressive arts and design) from a
stronger starting point.

At the forefront of Early Years, play is ab-

Social interactions are a major factor in a

young child’s learning and development.
Early Years practice and provision provide the right environment for social development to take place. Here, pupils
learn to share, take turns and work together in a team every day. They develop
conversation and negotiation skills and
learn how to express their feelings and
empathize with others. These social and
emotional intelligence skills instilled
within the EYFS curriculum, and pupils
use and build on them throughout their
lives.

Providing a Safe and
welcoming Environment
The environment pupils are exposed to
within a school needs to make them feel
safe and secure. When kids feel this way
they are then ready to learn. Transition
from home to school can be hard for
some children, as they may find it difficult to separate from their main caregiver in the morning. A warm and welcoming environment indoors and out can
help ensure a smooth transition for pupils.

Practitioners take time to get to know
each child in their class. They talk to the
children and find out their interests, hobbies, and likes and dislikes. Practitioners
then use this information to personalize
the learning environment for the pupils.
For example, with a pupil who likes dino-

helps pupils feel valued and cared for.
The EYFS also states, “Every child is a
competent learner from birth who can be
resilient, capable, confident and self-assured.” Practitioners promote this ethos
throughout their planning, and encourage pupils to have positive dispositions to
learning.

‘Play is absolutely crucial to a young child’s
development and learning. The importance of
play should not be underestimated’

The most successful EY center will provide its pupils with a progressive approach that is child-centered, focusing on
a holistic view of the child while meeting
the needs of 21st century learners. Harrow International School Shanghai Early
Years Centre embraces the very best principles of educational theory and research
into daily practice. Parents undoubtedly
have a difficult decision to make when
deciding on an Early Years provision they
feel is right for their child, but above all, it
is vital we value Early Years and give it the
high profile it deserves.

saurs, the practitioner would find some
resources to enhance an area of the classroom. This enhancement would then
hopefully entice the pupil into that area
and, with adult scaffolding, learning experiences may be secured or new learning may take place. This approach also

Trisha Ferguson develops the Early Years philosophy and ethos at
Harrow International School, which has been established through
a combination of theoretical research and experience, ultimately
instilling a life long love of learning in all our pupils.
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Teachers' Roundtable
Discussion

Early Childhood Education

Wanda: The earlier children are exposed to another language, the easier it is
for them. The younger children are, the quicker they
absorb a language. It is an
excellent opportunity for
children and broadens
prospects, possibilities and
opportunities for them
when they are older.

Edited by Alyssa Wieting

How did you become involved
in early childhood education
and what makes you
passionate about the topic?

Wanda: Growing up with a twin brother, I became fascinated with the similarities and differences between us, and often wondered how the differences in
our early life experiences contributed
to shaping us into the adults we are today. I believed then, and even more so
now, that positive early years experiences are fundamental building blocks in
creating happy, healthy minds and bodies, ready for the pressures of education
in later years.
Haley: It’s a funny story actually, because I resisted becoming a teacher for
quite a long time! My mother is an educator and I always rejected the idea that
I would do the same—it seemed too
easy for me to simply follow her footsteps. But, one day a mentor I had at the
theater told me, “You should be a teacher; you have the spirit for it,” and I suppose I do!
Martin: In college I quickly learned that
Early Childhood education was at the
‘heart of education.’ Teaching and learning experiences that embrace responsiveness, flexibility and creativity enable a curriculum that is meaningful and
relevant to the child’s agenda. I view
Early Childhood Education as the key
time where the most important learning takes place. I loved my own time at
preschool and get to relive it everyday!

There are so many choices
when it comes to sending
children to school. What
advice do you have for parents
with young children?

Haley: Education is an industry that is
quite unique, and there are a few areas
that make a really good school stand
out. Often it’s the surface things that
people focus on (curriculum, facilities
etc.), but actually successful education
is all about people and relationships. I
would encourage parents to ask schools
what channels they have for communication with parents.
Wanda: Having a child of my own, I
know too well how difficult and important a decision like this is. Essentially, it
needs to be somewhere your child feels
happy, valued and comfortable. My advice is to visit the school more than
once. Have a look at weekly newsletters
to see a snapshot of the week in pictures: Ask to see curriculum plans and
schedules of the daily routine.
Martin: I would urge parents to ask a
prospective school about the ways in
which their child’s self-esteem, attitudes
and self-regulation are nurtured. Be
sure to settle on a school that fits the
developing needs of your child and
your family for a reasonable period of
stability. One size does not fit all.

How do you feel
about incorporating a
bilingual component at
such a young age?

Martin: A multi-language acquisition
in the early childhood is a window of
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opportunity that can readily be seized. Apart from an
obvious literacy benefit,
multiple language acquisitions benefit your child’s
dominant language and
serve to foster a positive
global perspective.

Martin Holbery, Preschool 3 Teacher, Concordia International
School Shanghai

Haley: I think it’s vital! I
was raised in the UK, with
no exposure to foreign languages until I was 10, and
I’m really envious of our
children here in Shanghai
and other international
settings. For children under
6 years of age it’s a key time
to expose them to languages because the language
learning centers in the
brain are ‘on fire’ at that
age. I do always advise that
parents preserve their
mother tongue at home,
because it’s an important
part of one’s cultural identity, but adding exposure
to other languages is never
a bad thing.

If you had one piece
of advice for the
parents of a child
now entering early
childhood education,
what would it be?
Haley: My advice would be
to prioritize building their
child’s confidence to learn
as much as you can. Particularly for children who
are learning in a bilingual
context, it is a real advantage for children to have an
attitude where they are
willing to try, to repeat and
to make a mistake.
Wanda: Children are robust thinkers, not fragile
learners. Help them with

their discovery-based learning and see
mistakes as a natural part of learning. If
your child tips over their drink, this is
an opportunity to further their learning
and understanding.
Martin: Childhood is a journey, not a
race. Consider your child’s early childhood education as a long-term investment. Early experiences shape a personality and tend to nurture ongoing
learning successes. Quality early childhood experiences provide the foundation to foster positive lifelong attitudes.

What do you feel is the most
important component in
early childhood education
and why would you suggest
parents take part?

Wanda: There are three prime areas
that are recognized in Early Years to be
most important: personal, social and
emotional development, physical development and speaking and listening. Involving your child in early education allows them to develop these skills in a
safe, stimulating and exciting learning
environment.
Martin: A cooperative partnership between parents and teachers serves to
enhance the educational experience.
The attentiveness, challenges, care and
quality of interaction of the teaching
staff will greatly influence the quality of
your child’s experience. Get involved
with your teacher. Share, ask questions
and find ways that you can support
your child’s program.

Are there any downsides or
things to be wary of?
Haley: The education field in China can
be really competitive. I know that parents at our school feel a real pressure to
have their child attend a prestigious primary school. I really empathize with

Do you feel early
childhood education
is essential for
children to be
successful in
future years?

those parents, and I’m certain that that
pressure is felt by their children, which
is a real shame. The key is to find
schools with mindful, well-trained practitioners who put equal importance on
their students’ happiness as well as
their academic development.
Wanda: Children will sometimes pick
up behavior from other children, or
their behavior may appear to alter
while they are learning to socialize and
interact. Most children find it difficult
to share and take turns. With support,
children very quickly learn the correct
way to deal with frustrating situations,
and being in a supportive environment
actually benefits children in these circumstances.

Wanda Stephens, PreNursery Teacher, Britannica International
School, Shanghai

How can it assist children
in developing healthy
social behavior?

Haley: It depends on what
you want the children to
learn, but an early start will
definitely be beneficial. It’s
also a good opportunity for
children to learn social and
cooperation skills, too, particularly for children who
are the only child. For expat
children, it can also be really
important to give them a
sense of community, particularly if they left their
home nation very recently.

Martin: Early childhood education typically operates within a small to medium social-learning setting. The skills
that are fostered within a developmentally appropriate early childhood setting (turn taking, collaboration, communication, self-esteem, respect and
tolerance) will form the foundation for
your child to build a successful and
happy life.
Haley: The core of healthy social behavior in school is a strong program for
character development. Different
schools do that in different ways. I think
it’s really important to give children
some formal opportunities to consider
things such as kindness towards others
and showing gratitude for what we
have. These are concepts that can be
learned just like math and literacy.

Students:
Artist Award

On November 28th Urban Family celebrated
the positive achievements of both students
and teachers around Shanghai. Here are a
few corrections to the winners of our eventful Young Achiever’s Day!

Haley Roe, Academic
Director, Little Scholar
Academy

3rd Place: Julie Greenall
(YCIS)

Teachers:

Science Teacher
of the Year

Editor’s Pick: Joshua Pike (YCIS)

Martin: Early childhood education is a critical starting
point for a life journey. It
shouldn’t be solely focused
on content learning, the acquisition of English or factual knowledge. Early childhood learning experiences
are best viewed as being
foundational to foster positive life skills, learning habits, attitudes and personal
integrity.

English Teacher
of the Year

2nd Place: Logan Fleckenstein
(YCIS)

Coach of the Year

Wanda: As long as an Early
Years Education establishment understands the importance of learning
through play and does not
attempt to put pressure on
children, by formalizing the
environment in order create
early mathematicians or
writers, then yes, it definitely helps to give them a great
start. Children have many
years of education ahead of
them.

3rd Place: Siobhan Paul
(YCIS)

Logan Fleckenstein
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Acing the

long term prep
to ensure success

:
By Tom Niblock

Recently, the ACT has burgeoned in popularity in China. This revelation comes a little bit after that in
America, where more students take the ACT each year than the SAT. As the ACT becomes more accepted across China, high school students and parents are constantly asking our teachers ‘what should we
do to prepare?’ Unfortunately, the answer is rather complicated, since reaching the coveted 99th percentile is often the result of a good mix of attitude, ability, materials, and teachers. That being said,
there are some simple tips that our most experienced tutors agree on, and these study habits can help
turn a struggling student into a star applicant.

1-2 years before the
test

Every semester we have more and more parents arriving
at our doors and asking to help prepare their children
from earlier and earlier ages. With over a year to go before a student’s first test date (perhaps he or she is in 9th
grade), the most important things to focus on are broad
skills:

Vocabulary
Though the ACT does not test vocabulary directly, an expansive lexicon is necessary in order to read quickly during the fast-paced Reading section and to write effectively during the long Writing section. Starting early, a student who simply memorizes two-to-three ACT words per
day can feel confident down the line.

Common Grammar Rules
Grammar comes in all shapes and sizes, and surely a 9th
grade student does not need to master every single rule
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the ACT will test, but developing a strong comprehension
of the essential rules of the English language will make
focused grammar study that much easier later on. For
example, students should become intimately familiar
with the various parts of speech, the use of punctuation,
the verb tenses, and other bottom-level rules that are the
building blocks for more advanced concepts later on.

Basic Science
Knowledge
Though the ACT does not test complex science knowledge (for example, a student will not be required to
memorize a complex physics formula or the properties
of a specific element from the periodic table), it does test
basic lab experiment procedures, every-day science information such as pH and temperature, and logical reasoning. For young students, the best way to prepare for
these challenges is to enroll in a variety of science classes
at school and focus on maintaining a high GPA and a
broad understanding of the scientific process.

Principles
of Math
The ACT Math section,
luckily, is modeled directly on the concepts
learned in standard
high school mathematics courses. Though
there are occasionally
one or two tricky questions involving peculiar concepts, the vast
majority of math questions that a student
will see on the ACT are
extremely similar to
the questions seen on the final exams of high school
math classes such as algebra and geometry. Young students should focus on mastering these building blocks
of mathematics in order to ensure a top score later on.

2-12 months before the
test

As the official test date nears, it’s important for students
to begin learning the format of the test sections, the
styles of and tricks within the questions asked, and the
strategies needed to tackle the full test. This is the time
when it is most important to work with an experienced
teacher, ideally through our 72-hour comprehensive Excel courses, in which weathered teachers from America’s
top universities outline everything students need to
know about the ACT.

1-2 months before the
test

Leading up to the test date, the most important thing
that students can do is take full-length timed mock exams. In our Cram Courses, students sit down for four
hours and complete full mock exams, imitating the test
experience exactly and delivering a full, accurate score
for each section of the test. Our tutors spend the afternoon reviewing the mock exam with the students, explaining every error and trick from each section. Completing these mock exams lets students become familiar
with the timing, length, and stress associated with taking the official ACT.

New Pathway focuses on teaching
lifelong success. We don’t just
teach strategy for a test; we teach
the lifelong passion for learning
that will help students succeed in
all that they do.
New Pathway Wechat code
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Dual Language in Early Education

The Benefits of Bilingualism
By Kate Beith, Head of Early Years at Dulwich College International

D

ual language
learning is a
component of
education that international
parents are always
confronted with when
choosing an education route
for their child. We delve into
why dual language learning
can benefit young children
and why it’s important to
consider having your child
learn Mandarin during your
time in China.

Bilingual children not only have excellent
career prospects, but research has consistently shown that their cognitive abilities
are often higher than those of monolingual learners. Dual language children can
apply the skills developed in learning
more than one language to many other areas of their learning and development. Imagine how a child who can think in two
languages will approach solving problems
in maths or creatively approach IB research.

Parents are sometimes concerned that
dual language learning has a downside, or
that it might slow down their children’s
learning. Giving children opportunities to
speak their first language in a dual language classroom allows them to remain
secure in their mother tongue, and this in
turn aids them in the acquisition of the
second language.

Young children are highly receptive to language and should be exposed to second
language learning as early as possible. At
Dulwich for example, we take an active approach to learning, and see children at 2
years old starting to learn actively through
self-exploration and guided inquiry. The
foundation for young children to learn
both Mandarin and English lies in this environment, giving them opportunities to
speak with both adults and children during their play.

If the child’s use of the first language is not
suppressed I do not see a downside to the
dual language approach, and the advantages are significant. For a child to learn a
second language, it is critical to place equal
importance on the development of the
first and second languages. We encourage
parents to speak the child’s first language
at home. We celebrate this important part
of their identity by ensuring that they develop as speakers, readers and writers in
their first language.

Dual language learners should be exposed
to both languages in formal and informal
contexts. Adults sometimes feel that children only learn when led by the teacher,
but children need a variety of opportunities to talk in Mandarin and English.

Typically, children experience phases of
language learning in their first and subsequent languages. In the first phase (‘the silent phase’), children are listening and absorbing a language before they start to
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Downsides and Upsides of
Language Learning

speak. Like babies, they make sense of what
they hear before they start to utter sounds,
and then words. This can slow learning
down temporarily, but research has shown
that children who learn one or more languages are flexible thinkers and can retain
information at a higher level. Parents may
worry about a delay, but this is usually because the children are observing and internalizing what they hear.

The Ideal Environment and
How to Help Them Learn
A language-rich environment encourages
children to learn both English and Mandarin and gives them the confidence to speak
in both. This should occur in a variety of
contexts, according to their stage of language development.
Written materials that are visibly documented in the learning environment –
such as children’s work, signs and labels—
should be featured in both Chinese and
English, and the culture of both languages
should be equally celebrated. For instance,
we give 3-year- olds pens, pencils and crayons as well as Chinese brushes and ink
wash so that they can make emergent
marks (the beginnings of letters or charac-

ters) in both languages. It is critical that
children understand and explore the cultural context of a language through play
or activities because this helps to shape
and create their identity.
Access to both English-speaking and Chinese-speaking teachers reinforces children’s second language acquisition, and
both languages will develop through exposure to a language-rich environment
over the years. This exciting but rigorous
approach ensures the children reach their
potential.
A range of planned and differentiated activities will also develop children’s listening, speaking, reading and writing skills. At
Dulwich our Mandarin curriculum has
been designed to combine the rigor required to learn the language with the
more active approach to learning already
experienced by children in other subjects.
These activities take place not only within
the curriculum, but also beyond the classroom, in sport, music, drama and art.
The key to immersion is presenting and
sharing a wide range of thoughtfully
planned activities, which takes place in

both English and Mandarin and can be
done together or alone. This layered approach, over time, helps children to develop their listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills – and their confidence—all at
a time when they are most receptive to
multiple languages.

Securing a Lead Language
Parents often ask whether children should
have a lead language. Even children who
are truly bilingual—those who can effortlessly switch from one language to another— may show a preference for one language at certain stages, often because of
the language choice of their peers. Parents
should absolutely support dual language
learning, development and practice given
the opportunity, but we do believe that
children who are not bilingual should
have a secure first language.

Some of our older students, who speak
English and Mandarin as well as their first
language, often decide to apply to a university in their country of origin (such as
Korea or Germany) where the language of
instruction is neither English nor Mandarin. Hence, we constantly assess our students and their families’ needs to see if additional language programmes are required.
While we acknowledge the challenges of
second language learning, I believe that the
benefits of a dual language approach are
far-reaching. Speaking two or more languages can only create a brighter future for
our children, allowing them to connect linguistically and culturally to a broad and interesting network.
Kate Beith is one of the UK’s leading experts in Early Years education.
She is part of a team that has been developing the dual language
approach at Dulwich College International.

Parents of older students may have different anxieties. When children with limited
English come to us after primary school,
we have to assess how quickly their English can develop and manage any challenges.
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A new
daily
grind

Family Friendly Independent
Coffee Shops in Shanghai
By Celina Huynh

Café on Air

C

afés and coffee culture are
a booming business in
Shanghai, and it seems
that new ones are popping up on
almost every street corner in the
city. Aside from chains like
Starbucks and Costa, a number of
local, independently operated
coffee houses have stolen the
show, making up some of our
favorite places for meeting
friends, hanging out after
picking up the kids from school,
or dropping by for a quick spot of
lunch and a chat with your
friends.
Here, we pick out our top
favorites, perfect for your daily
dose of caffeine.
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Café on Air is a quiet retreat from the
busy Huaihai Lu. The Muji-esque minimal design creates a zen atmosphere
perfect for after school catch-ups with
friends, business meetings, or an afternoon of journaling. Plus, there are plenty
of charging outlets conveniently placed
near the tables making it a most suitable
working space.
Enough about the ambience, though.
This place serves some serious coffee.
Clear evidence are the bags of beans
from LA-based coffee company, Blue Bottle, sitting on the counter – a most exciting rare sight for any coffee lover in
Shanghai. The cappuccino was as dark
and smooth as the jazz playing in the
background.
Drinks are priced at RMB25 for an Americano, RMB28 for a mocha and RMB38 for
single origin drip. If you’re not a coffee
drinker, there are always delectable pies
warmed to order, coconut water and tea
infusions.
> Lane 650, 634 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Ruijin Er Lu 淮海路
634号,近瑞金二路.淮海路(650弄进入). Nearest metro:
Shaanxi Nan Lu, 10 mins. Open daily, 10am-6.30pm. (6333
2195)

Paras Coffee

Paras is a friendly, but trendy, café set in a
loft-style space decorated with kaleidoscopic tiles. They serve very good coffee
and a selection of brunch-appropriate
dishes like smoked salmon eggs Benedict
(RMB55), best suited for weekend catchups and casual lunches.
More importantly, serious coffee lovers
will be glad to find excellent single-origin
brews dripped via Chemex (RMB38) and
dark, unctuous espresso shots pulled by
well-trained baristas. A pink LED sign reading “Hello Good Day” decorates a wall behind the bar; it’s slightly gimmicky and
unnecessary – because any day consisting
of quality brew is a good day in our books.
> 55 Shaanxi Nan Lu, by Xinle Lu 陕西南路55号,近新乐
路. Nearest metro: Shaanxi Nan Lu, 10 mins. Open Mon-Fri,
8.30am-8.30pm; weekends and holidays 10.30am-8.30pm.
(6433 9796)

Jarajam

Nestled in a tiny spot on Wuyuan Lu, Jarajam is a chic, familyrun café owned by a two Shanghainese sisters and designed by
one of their husbands, the owner of interior design firm Nei
Space. Despite its size, the place has a lot to offer and sells a
range of coffees, homebrewed tea concoctions, fresh juices and
daily housemade baked goods.
Coffees start from RMB18 for an espresso. While they might not
wow you with their variety of exactly four, taste-wise they're
pretty solid. Our RMB25 cappuccino was exactly the right temperature and suitably strong.

DNA Café

Like a lot of new restaurants popping up in Shanghai, DNA Café
might be more bark than bite, but aesthetically, the setting is
show-stopping. Spacious and open, the gorgeous space lets in
an abundance of natural light to sun feed the flowers that populate throughout, making it a perfect place to while away an afternoon with a good book.
Coffee is ever so slightly pricey (RMB40 for a cappuccino), but if
you're coming to DNA Café, you're probably not just here for the
caffeine. In addition to being a café, DNA also hopes to establish
itself as an exhibition hall, pop-up design space and bookshop...
now, if only they could get their hands on some actual books.

They've also a good selection of homebrewed tea concoctions,
which seems to be something of a passion project for co-owner
and floor manager Lita, who keeps her collection of imported
herbs and ingredients pride of place in the café.
For eats, there's a selection of cakes, muffins, tarts, patisserie
and quiches baked daily by the other half of Jarajam's sister duo.
For breakfasts they offer a fresh juice, coffee, with a muffin or
pastry for RMB30, and afternoon tea (coffee or tea and a slice of
cake) for RMB45.
> 108 Wuyuan Lu, by Wulumuqi Lu 五原路108号, 近乌鲁木齐路. Nearest metro: Changshu
Lu, 5 mins. Open Tues-Fri: 8am-6pm, Sat-Sun: 10.30am-6.30pm. (5403 8151)

All this is acceptable if you're looking for a beautiful space to
meet, hang out, read or study, DNA's strength lies in its beautiful environment.
> No. 5 The Cool Docks, 505 Zhongshan Nan Lu, by Maojiayuan Lu 中山南路505弄老码头5号,
近毛家园路. Nearest metro: Xiaonanmen, 15 mins. Open daily, 11am-7pm. (131 6618 3888)
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Avenge of the Picky Eaters

How to Incorporate Healthier Foods into Your Kids’ Diet
By April Rixon

I

f you’re a parent, we’re
going to go ahead and
assume that getting
your kids to eat their greens
has become an everyday battle-of-the-wills. More dreaded and time consuming than
getting them to do their
homework or go to bed, it’s
become one of the biggest
concerns of 21st century parents. Statistics say only one in
five people eat enough vegetables on a daily basis, causing an increase in many vitamin deficiencies and health
problems never before as
widespread as it is today.
The old fashioned ways of getting children to finish what’s
on their plate have become
somewhat alien to us. Gone
are the days when it wasn’t
considered a mild form of
child abuse to either: a) leave
your child sitting at the kitchen table all night long until
they finished, or b) send them
to bed hungry.
With bright, flashy and catchy
advertisements perfectly
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aimed at captivating little
minds, as well as ayis sneaking sweets into our children’s
mouths the moment we turn
our backs (despite us requesting several times that they
don’t!), controlling exactly
what our kids are eating has
become somewhat of a secret
mission.
In an attempt to get our little
ones to so much as look at a
vegetable without a “bu yao”
ready to escape their little
lips, we’re going to explore
various methods that help get
those vital nutrients into
their tummies, hopefully
without them ever suspecting
a thing.
Many experts believe that
choosiness about unfamiliar
foods is an evolutionary
mechanism to stop babies
and small children from eating potentially harmful or
poisonous foods. Their biological instinct causes them to
dislike certain flavors upon
the first try. Don’t be disheartened when your baby spits

out and refuses to finish that
‘premium, completely over
priced, had to ask a friend of a
friend’s husband in Switzerland to bring me a suitcasefull of it just in case’ baby
food you spent so much time
researching. Instead, give
them a spoonful at each meal
so they get used to the taste
and increase the portion by a
little each time. Eventually
the flavor will become normal
to them.
There are many clever ways of
sneaking vegetables into family favorite recipes without
compromising flavor. For example, replacing half the
boiled potatoes for a head of
cauliflower when making
mash, adding kale into a
strawberry milkshake (no, it
doesn’t turn it green) or
blending mushrooms into
your homemade carbonara
pasta sauce. These not only go
completely undetected if
done well, but they also add
bulk to meals, making them
more filling.

•• Breakfast is the most

important meal of the day
and is a good opportunity to
incorporate healthy foods.
A big pot of old fashioned
oatmeal takes just a few
minutes to make and you
can set out a ‘topping station’
just like the one you see at
your favorite frozen yoghurt
parlor. Toppings can include
things like flaked almonds,
dried cranberries, mashed
strawberries, coconut
shavings, passion fruit, etc.
There are endless options,
and the same thing can be
done for yoghurt. For a more
savory breakfast, toasted
healthy whole-wheat bread,
hard-boiled eggs, avocado
slices or chopped tomatoes
all make for balanced
options.

•• It’s common to fall into

a cooking trap by simply
having a selection of 10
meals that you rotate on a
fortnightly basis. Not only
does this get a little boring
for every eater involved, it’s
also training your kids to
only like certain dishes. When
planning meals, try to choose

a variety of colors, cuisines,
flavors and textures;
alternate ingredients as
often as possible so that your
children don’t adapt to liking
only one kind of flavor.

•• If your children become

more involved in choosing
or preparing their meals,
they’re more likely to want
to eat what they’ve helped
to create. Take them to local
markets to help shop for the
carrots in your winter soup
or give them easy tasks in
the kitchen to help cook. It
will make eating the meal
more exciting and will also
teach them useful skills for
the future.

•• Try eating at the same

time each day, as children
respond most to familiarity
and tradition. Set a routine
and reserve mealtimes for
eating only. Don’t allow your
children to play with toys,
watch TV or read books at
the dinner table. Dinnertime
is family time; explain how
important this is, as well as

the concept of manners at
the dinner table.

•• Getting them used to

healthy food while they’re
young will help a lot. Only
four percent of new foods
are liked and consumed
after the age of two. Offering
them a variety of healthy
foods right after weaning
has been proven to prevent
the development of picky
eating habits. You might
think that blended broccoli
and cabbage taste disgusting
but kids don’t think that yet.
Since their taste
buds are still
developing
at this
young
age, now
is the
easiest
time to
train them to
like the taste of
healthy food.

Additional ways of
incorporating veggies into meals:

・Mix shredded carrots into
meatballs
・Layer spinach in lasagna

・Add finely chopped vegetables into quiches
・Mix thinly sliced parsnip
into a baked gratin dish
・Bulk out homemade
burgers with kidney beans
・Make an eggplant or
sun-dried tomato
spread for toast and
sandwiches
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The Jade on 36
Sunday Brunch

Redefining the Brunch Experience with a Twist

Last but not least is the dessert room, where
the private dining room is transformed into
what can only be explained as Willy Wonka’s dream. A large extended dining table
and the small tables surrounding it are covered in sweets and treats that you and the
kids are sure to enjoy. Chef Beat Loeffel, the
hotel’s executive pastry chef, prepares them
every Sunday in a unique and fun fashion
that will look like a wonderland for children.
The Dessert Room will remain open every
Sunday evening dinnertime at only RMB148
plus 15 per cent service charge.

J

ade on 36 Restaurant at Pudong
Shangri-La, East Shanghai has redefined the brunch experience with its
new and innovative spread every Sunday.
Chef de Cuisine Jeremy Biasiol has outdone himself with a European fusion
menu that won’t let you down.
Kids and parents alike will enjoy the atmosphere with endless food options, an
amazing view of the Bund, and polite and
friendly staff. The Jade on Sunday concept is all about enjoying the finest
things in life – people, gastronomy, entertainment, art and Champagne. That’s
right, an all you can drink Champagne
brunch for the adults. It’s a great place to
celebrate with a large group of family
and friends.
Like Shanghai, Jade on 36 is classic yet
modern and contemporary, giving guests
an ultimate fine dining experience that's
comfortable too. The futuristic design of
the restaurant and its unique dishes
make Jade on 36 an exciting place to visit.
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A complete Jade on Sunday brunch starts
with an appetizer buffet selection, followed by a main course and a sweet featuring a selection of Chef Beat Loeffel’s
finest desserts—all made with fresh seasonal produce and premium ingredients.
Appetizers are displayed on large platters
on the upper tier of the restaurant. Highlights include the potato and smoked
salmon salad and a grand selection of
cheese and bread.

The brunch is priced at RMB688 plus 15
percent service charge per person with
free-flow drinks including water, soft
drinks, juices, house wines and Champagne. Available every Sunday from
11.30am to 2.30pm, your family can get
their fill at this stunning spot in Pudong.
> 36/F Grand Tower, Pudong Shangri-La, 33 Fucheng Lu, by
Lujiazui Huan Lu, 富城路33号浦东香格里拉大酒店紫金楼
36楼, 近陆家嘴环路, (6882 8888 ext 6888)

Advertorial

Make sure to not fill up on the appetizers!
The most unique element about this
brunch is their open kitchen concept, allowing guests to order directly from Chef
Jeremy Biasiol himself. This is a wonderful
addition for kids, as they can experience
the thrill of walking into a bustling restaurant kitchen and seeing the food being
cooked right in front of them. The main
dishes include grilled lobster, crab cakes,
beef burger Wagyu M5 and mussels of the
day. Our personal favorites were the codfish and scallops.

Valentine’s Day Picks

By Amy Fabris-Shi

The most romantic day of the
year is coming up fast – make
sure you get a dinner reservation sorted out before everywhere books up! Shanghaibased writer Amy Fabris-Shi
shares her top five date-worthy
restaurants to impress your
significant other.

1. Morton’s Steak and
Seafood Grille
To avoid Valentine’s Day veering into cliché, you need to get
a little creative. Skip the ‘fivecourse set menu and a rose for
the lady’ and instead go all-out
with a rotating selection of
oysters (a natural aphrodisiac)
at Mortons’ Steak and Seafood
Grill’s oyster bar. Try all 10 varieties from around the world
to find your favorites, paired
with Champagne, of course.

> L4-403, IAPM Mall, 999 Huaihai Zhong Lu,
by Xiangyang Nan Lu 淮海中路999号环贸
广场L4-403, 近襄阳南路 (6067 7888)

2. Zotter Chocolate
Theatre
Valentine’s Day falls on a Sunday this year, and if you don’t
have to work (thanks, CNY!),
make a date at Zotter Chocolate
Theatre. The tour through the
Austrian chocolate factory is deliciously fun for the sweet of
tooth, and you can even concoct your own choc-bar for your
Valentine at the 'Mi-Xing Bar.'
> Shanghai International Fashion Center, Bldg
9, 2866 Yangshupu Lu, by Neijiang Lu 杨树浦
路2866号上海国际时尚中心9号楼, 近内
江路 (6016 1630)

3. CHI-Q
I always find the dimly lit CHIQ a romantic night out. There’s

something oh-so-appealing
about seeing your partner grill
Korean barbeque for you.
> Three on the Bund, 2/F, 17 Guangdong Lu,
by Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu 广东路17号, 外滩
三号2楼, 近中山东一路 (6321 6622)

4. Glam
After dinner, you can snuggle
up in the Kissing Corner at
Glam and try out their varied
selection of cocktails, wine and
small plates while looking out
at the resplendent Pearl Tower.
> Five on the Bund, 7/F, 20 Guangdong Lu, by
Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu 广东路20号, 外滩五
号7楼, 近中山东一路 (6350 9988)

5. Lan Ting
One of my favorite Shanghainese restaurants is Lan Ting,
but it’s decidedly no-frills and
fluorescent, and there’s always

a long queue. It would be fun to
pre-arrange a nice table set-up
(rose petals – why not?) and
feast on their fabulous oldschool dishes accompanied by
a good bottle of Pinot Noir.
> 107 Songshan Lu, by Taicang Lu 嵩山路107
号, 近太仓路 (5306 9650)

For gifts, Hey Beau (www.heybeau.com) is a cute new Shanghai brand creating lovely feminine loungewear in sensual silks
or soft cottons, great for Valentine gift giving. Hint hint…
Amy Fabris-Shi is the content curator for Luxury
Hotels and Travel Magazines, and the founder
of Check-in Asia Hotels & Travel (www.check-in.
asia). Her writing has been published in works
such as Elite Traveler, National Geographic
Books and the New York Times T Magazine;
and she is the author of Select Guide Shanghai
and Shanghai Seasonal Cities App.
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Food & fun
Kid Approved?

Holy Cow

Healthy Hotpot for the Family
By Siobhan Brown, Photos by Nicky Almasy

The Place & Vibe
When thinking about a hotpot establishment, one may conjure up images of a
loud, bright place, filled with oily pots
that could use a good scrubbing. Our party quickly realized we were in for a completely different dining experience once
we arrived. Holy Cow opened its Changning location in November 2015, and
showcases a relaxed space, with soft,
muted colors and provides a distinctly
Zen feel. Walls of wood have been cut to
resemble exposed brick, and the floors
depict an intricate mosaic of blue and
white tile which accents the vibrant blue
banquettes. Our private room was lovely,
with floor to ceiling windows, wooden
floors, and paintings of cherry blossoms
across the back walls.

soup and broth) and
even helped us mix
our sauces.

The Food

Holy Cow chooses
only the freshest organic produce from their
farm, Soleil Villa in Haimen,
Shanghai. The vegetables were
fresh and crisp and range from RMB1222. Chrysanthemum, daikon, watercress,
seaweed, lotus, yams, Yunnan mushrooms and pumpkin were just some of
the varieties offered. Cauliflower and
okra are currently in season and were absolutely delicious. There are seasonal organic vegetable and mushroom platters
available for those who would like a preselected assortment. The vegetables provide a nice complement to the meat and
seafood options.

From the team behind popular Shanghainese restaurant Mi Xiang Yuan, Holy
Cow was founded by chef Anthony Zhao
and four partners. It is no wonder that
Holy Cow won multiple awards in 2015
for Best Chinese Restaurant and Best Hotpot in Shanghai. Diners are able to
choose everything from the type of broth
(made by boiling beef spine bones for
many hours), to the vegetables, meats,
and seafood selections they would like. A
wide selection of sauces, oils, garlics, scallions and sesame seeds are available. Chilis, peppers, and sugar also helped to
change the spiciness or sweetness of the
sauces to suit our tastes. For those new to
hotpot, staff was on hand to provide instruction and suggestions. They explained the order (meat and seafood first,
vegetables and carbs second and lastly

Skilled butchers cut the meat, unlike other hotpot restaurants that use frozen
beef cut by machines. We really tasted
the quality of the meat, noticing its fine
and tender texture. The Kobe beef, beef
tendon, hand-cut short rib, and beef
tongue were perfectly sliced, taking only
seconds to cook in our steaming pot and
ranged from RMB48-128. The tenderloin
beef was thick and tasty, while the handcut fatty lamb was also delightful. Next
up were our seafood selections. We had
handmade shrimp balls (RMB32) as well
as the imported Argentinean giant
shrimp (RMB16 per piece). The shrimp
was enormous and we cooked it whole,
pulling the juicy meat out of the shell
when it was done. We were also served refreshing melon tea as well as the signature Holy Cow imported wheat beer.
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There is something unforgettable about
communal dining with friends and family. Our children were fascinated by the activity around our simmering pot and,
feeling adventurous, tried everything
from beef tongue to soup dumplings. The
deep-fried tofu skin and sticky rice cakes
were a big hit, as was the sesame peanut
sauce. The food was neither oily nor salty,
containing no MSG. The broth, veggies,
and protein offered, made it a very
healthy choice for our little ones. Chef
Anthony explained that it was his desire
to create a dining experience that all families, including his own, could enjoy several times a week because it is both affordable and wholesome. Guests will
likely agree, he has accomplished just what he set out
to do.

•• Price: RMB130 per person,

including children
•• Recommended ages: All
ages
•• Good for: Lunch and
dinner

Join Siobhan’s
family in the
next issue of Urban
Family as we go on the
hunt for kid-friendly dining
options around town!
> 341 Tianshan Lu, Bingo Mall, Bldg 1,
3/F, Room 302A, by Weining Lu, 天山路
341号缤谷文化休闲广场一期302A
室, 近威宁路 (5297 9937).

The Nest

A Swanky Date Night
By Alyssa Wieting

The Place and Vibe
The Nest sits on the sixth floor of an unassuming building near the Bund. With
just an understated blue-lit sign on the
street, one wouldn’t expect a hip ‘gastro
lounge’ to be located above. However, as
soon as we walked in there was no doubt
that this was an upscale scene.

and Monday, so we suggest you plan accordingly.

Next we tried the Canucks lox salmon
platter (RMB128), which came with a variety of cured salmon slices. Our preference
was the applewood smoked salmon,
which was divine when eaten with the
Date Night Approved?
buttery vodka-spiked blini and dill sprinIf you're looking for a trendy spot to dine
kled on top.
at with your partner, this is an excellent
The bar is the first thing guests see making a loud statement as the centerpiece of Two other highly recommended appetiz- place. Whether you are coming for drinks,
dinner or both, the choices of seating cathe restaurant with an abstract lighting
ers are the golubtsi (RMB128) – rich pork
ter to them all. The vibe is upbeat and the
figure above, which resembles feathers of stew and carmelized onions in a baked
lighting provides a sensual atmosphere.
a bird. This artistic feature certainly
cabbage roll. Venison tartare (RMB128)
We wouldn’t suggest bringing the kids, so
marks the restaurant out as a trendy spot will most certainly be a hit if you are fan
save this one for a night out with just the
as the lighting changes in color and blinks of red meat. Juniper berries, chopped
two of you or other couples.
according to the beat of the music. A
nuts sprinkled and a citrusy dipping
warm yellow glow surrounds the restausauce on the side worked together to crerant and gives it an attractive hue. The
ate its unique flavor.
kitchen is exposed and allows guests to
•• Price: RMB600-1000 per person
see the hustle and bustle of chefs cooking For the main, we decided to give one of
•• Who’s going: couples amd small groups
and dishing out plates to servers (who
their steaks a go as an entire page is dedi•• Good for: dinner and drinks
provided excellent service).
cated to them on the menu. The steaks,
which are sliced and served on wooden
> 6/F, 130 Beijing Dong Lu, by Yuanmingyuan Lu 北京东路
This is certainly a good place for both a
platters, come with two sides and are
casual drink and a dining experience, as
meant to be shared between two. We tried 130号6楼, 近圆明园路 (6308 7669)
guests can choose from a variety of seatthe Aussie wagyu rib-eye (RMB358), a
ing options – from the bar, lounge chairs, juicy and flavorful cut cooked to a perfect
and high-top tables to dining tables. Eve- medium-rare (just how we like it). The
ryone is provided a welcome drink after
steaks also come with a variety of dipping
being seated.
sauces, but be sure to try the meat on its
own—in our opinion, no sauce was necessary.
The Food
The food is delectable and takes on a
Northern European style. Oysters are a bit
of a specialty here and we were told they
sell out everyday. At RMB198 for a dozen,
they are fresh and served on a bed of ice
with sides of lemon wedges, shallot vinaigrette, ginger sauce and Tabasco. These
babies are on promotion every Sunday

For dessert we tried the Nest cheesecake
(RMB68), which was thick with shortbread crust surrounded by blueberries
and raspberries for a fruity flavor. This
wasn’t our favorite part of the meal and
didn’t impress too much. We suggest ordering another savory appetizer and forgoing this dessert.
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The Importance of Sleep

Why We Need It and How to Get More of It
By April Rixon

W

hen was
the last
time you
pulled an all-nighter?
Whether it was
working late at the
office, crossing time
zones, your newborn
baby keeping you
awake or just an
ordinary KTV session
that got out of hand,
chances are you felt
pretty rough the next
day.

S

leep is a basic biological necessity. Its impact is so vital to
human health and brain function that sleep deprivation
was regularly used as a form of torture for many years.
And until 2009, it was also used as a common form of interrogation by the US military.
Ok, so you might not be at the ‘I’m so exhausted I feel like I’m
being interrogated’ stage just yet. But the fact is, with ever-increasing work commitments, expanding after-school activity
schedules and endless nights worrying how the heck you’re going to cope when the ayi leaves for Chinese New Year, many of
us these days are well and truly sleep deprived.

on a series of depression and anxiety.
The amount of sleep one needs varies from person to person,
but anything from six to nine hours is considered normal.
There are many ways to improve sleep, from acupuncture and
lavender scented pillowcases to the good old fashioned counting of imaginary sheep. Here are a few tried and tested methods
that should have you nodding-off in no time:

Go to sleep and wake up at the same time every day. Sticking
to a sleep schedule helps regulate the body’s internal clock.
Choose a time when you normally feel
tired so that you don’t toss and turn. If
When it comes to getting good ZZZs it’s not just about the quan- you’re getting enough sleep, then over
tity of sleep, but more importantly the quality of it. Lifestyle
time you should be waking up naturally
and sleep go hand in hand; one automatically affects the other. without the need of an alarm. If after
How you function during the day is greatly affected by how well several weeks you still need an alarm
you sleep at night. If you suffer from daytime fatigue or nightclock to wake up, try going to bed a little
time sleeping difficulties, the cause will most likely be found
earlier. Keep to within an hour of these
somewhere in your daily routine. Bedtime habits, electronics,
sleeping times, even during the weekfood, stress and general lifestyle can all have an enormous imends, as any changes can throw your
pact on the quality of our sleep.
body’s clock back out of whack.
When the body lacks proper sleep it goes into shutdown mode.
The immune system weakens, making you more susceptible to
illness. The need for instant energy increases the cravings for
high carbohydrates and sugary foods, which over time increase
your risk of obesity and diabetes. Changes in metabolism affect
the way that prescription or over-the-counter medications
work, and any changes in mood caused by exhaustion can bring
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Avoid bright lights for one hour before going to sleep. Any artificial light
at bedtime can interfere with the body’s
natural sleeping rhythm. Blue light
emitted by electronics is especially disruptive, just as much as their content is
stimulating. Turning off the TV, switch-

Exercise Regularly. Studies show that regular exercisers sleep
better and feel less sleepy during the day. Exercising regularly
increases the amount of time you spend in the deep, restorative stages of sleep, so the more vigorously you exercise the
more powerful the sleep benefits will be. But even light exercises such as walking will make a difference. Working out early in
the day wakes the body up, but doing so too close to bedtime is
energizing and you may then find it harder to drift off.
It’s not just what’s going on inside your head. What’s in your
stomach while you sleep is just as important! Sleeping on a full
stomach may seem like a nice idea but it’s a recipe for digestion
issues, heartburn and stomach reflux. Wine may be known as a
relaxant, but too much of it actually has the opposite effect. Alcohol might send you off to sleep initially, but the quality of
sleep you have will be poor, increasing the likelihood of waking
up in the middle of the night and feeling sluggish in the morning.
Cut out the caffeine. You might be surprised to know that caffeine can still have an effect on the body for as long as 12 hours
after consumption. Consider swapping your normal caffeinated drink for herbal teas in the afternoon and avoid it at all cost
in the evening. You may have been drinking a cup of English
tea every night before bed since you were young, but you'd be
amazed at the difference in quality of sleep once you stop!
Leave your day behind. Process your thoughts about the day
before getting into bed. Leave your to-do list behind and take
some time to focus on your breathing. Switching off from your
day and getting in tune with your body helps the mind to wind
down. Instead of thinking about all the stuff you’ve got to do
tomorrow, think about all the things that you are grateful for
that happened today.
If all else fails, get out of bed. Continuing to lie there only
makes matters worse. Take your mind off trying to sleep with
something that’s relaxing and doesn't involve bright lights for
a while, then climb back into bed when you finally feel tired.

Advertorial

ing your mobile to flight mode, dimming the lights in favor of
candles and reading from a good old fashioned paperback instead of your beloved tablet will not only help you to relax, but
the darkness also indicates to the body that it’s time to sleep.

The Chair That Grows
with Your Child

G

etting your
young ones
to sit still
for all but a second
can be a great challenge, even for the
most persuasive parents. It only gets
worse when you add
words like ‘homework’ and ‘study’
into the equation.
Luckily help is at hand,
all hope is not lost.
Buying anything, especially a comfortable chair, for a growing child can be challenging. If it’s too small and they’ll out-grow it in not time, while
there is also the danger of them developing poor posture and
back problems later in life.
Sidiz has engineered the answer and it comes in the form of the
Ringo Star—the chair that grows with your child. Due to the fully flexible nature of the Ringo Star chairs, there isn’t a child that
can’t be fitted. Specifically crafted with the body structure of
children in mind, this ergonomic chair offers a level of comfort
and design that can’t be experienced anywhere else.
The Ringo Star offers the perfect solution; each model provides
a system of adjustments that moves in tandem with each other
to ensure your child’s posture remains upright and focused.
The multi-stage variable backrest means children from 110165cm can be accommodated, while unique depth adjustments
ensure your child sits properly and confidently. Moreover, an
attachable footrest, can make smaller children to concentrate
on study. Additionally, the fixed-type center pole and sit-brake
castors mean your child won’t be able to race around the room
looking for other distractions.
Poor posture often develops early, by the time your children
first sit in a desk chair at school it may already be too late. A
bad back can also affect their performance at school. Learning
good posture and developing a healthy body at an early age are
just as important as having an agile mind.
Kids are always focused on growing up too fast; the Ringo Star
is a gateway to that feeling of maturity, without having to relinquish their beloved childhood. The Ringo ensures your children will grow up poised and ready for the challenges they will
come to face.
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DRUGS, ALCOHOL, AND THE
ADOLESCENT BRAIN

How Does Drug and Alcohol Use Affect
the Adolescent Brain, and How Do We Help
Our Teens to Make Healthy Choices?
By Dr. Nate Balfanz, American Medical Center/JJ-Premier Medical Care (AMC/JJP)

R

ecently I wrote an article reviewing the significant changes that
take place in the brain when we
reach our adolescent years in the last issue of Urban Family. In building upon
that topic, I found it important to address
how alcohol and other drugs (AODs) can
potentially influence brain development,
particularly during this vulnerable adolescent time period in an international
community where parenting cultures
and belief systems often collide.

WHAT THE
RESEARCH
TELLS US

When discussing with parents about the
effects of AODs on the adolescent brain, I
like to use the analogy of a computer being updated. During the adolescent years,
your child’s brain is going through a full
system re-boot where structural hardware
and chemical software changes are taking
place. Research shows us that when we
start to introduce foreign substances during this updating period, we run the risk
of throwing this process off track.
On a chemical level, everyone’s brain has
a reward circuit that becomes activated
when we do something pleasurable.
When we hug a loved one, taste a delicious bite of food, or get an A+ on a test,
the neurotransmitter dopamine is released and the reward circuit is activated
to give us a ‘feel good’ sensation. This is
particularly true for teens and their ‘if it
feels good, do it’ mentality. Brain imaging studies have shown how AODs can
also activate that reward circuit, but often
at excessive and unreasonable levels.
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AODs have been shown to create an unnatural amount of the dopamine neurotransmitter to be pushed through the
pleasure pathways in our brain, which results in highs that are unreasonably high,
followed by lows that can feel catastrophic. Prolonged use of AODs can all result in
dulled dopamine receptor sites in the
brain, meaning that everyday experiences that may have used to bring us pleasure are no longer enjoyable. Relationships are less gratifying, achievements
are less celebrated, and motivation to do
things can reach an all-time low.
On a brain’s structural hardware level, research has shown that the hippocampus
region of the brain is noticeably smaller in

alcohol abusing teens than in their non-alcohol abusing counterparts. The hippocampus is a critical region in the brain,
as it serves the function of transmitting
short-term memories to long-term. This
function allows us to learn new things and
store them for later recall – a brain function that is critical to success in school and
everyday living. Not only did the size disparity of these regions show up in brain
imaging studies, but when study participants were given neuropsychological tests
to assess for their ability to recall facts,
plan and execute tasks, and maintain attention, alcohol users performed statistically significantly worse than the non-using control subjects.

TIPS FOR HELPING YOUR TEEN
MAKE HEALTHY CHOICES
1) Be proactive. In the same way that we
don’t take our car to the shop until it needs
repairs, I’ve found that many parents don’t
have discussions about AODs until the
child has already gotten in trouble. Talking
with our children in advance when both
their defenses and our own defenses are
down can help to facilitate a much
smoother conversation for both sides.
2) Set rules and routines with respect.
When granting your emerging adolescent new privileges, the expectations for
behavior need to be well established at
the outset. Have a discussion with your
child about what the ground rules are
and how you enforce those rules, while
also doing what you can to respect their
boundaries and privacy. Ultimately parents have the final say, but you will find
that your teens are much more agreeable
to their rules/expectations of behavior

when they feel they had a hand in helping to decide them.
3) Stay connected. It’s highly likely you’ve
met someone experiencing similar apprehensions that you have about parenting a
teenager. The old adage of ‘it takes a village
to raise a child’ is especially true during the
adolescent years, so making sure to develop
a support group of other parents will be
necessary. Staying connected extends to
enrolling your child in extracurricular activities—whether it be sports, performing
arts, debate teams or the like. Having you
in the stands cheering them on will be sure
to ignite that ‘feel good’ reward circuitry
without the need for drugs or alcohol.
Dr. Balfanz is the Senior Clinical Psychologist at American Medical
Center/JJ-Premier Medical Care (AMC/JJP), a comprehensive mental
and medical health service clinic for children, adolescents, adults, and
families living in Shanghai. For more information on clinic services,
contact Dr. Balfanz at: nbalfanzpsyd@jjpremier.com

'Alcohol and other
drugs have been
shown to create an
excessive and unnatural amount of
the dopamine neurotransmitter,
which results in
highs that are unreasonably high,
followed by lows
that can feel catastrophic'
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Lead Levels in Water

How to Manage Your Concerns and Get Tested
Edited by Alyssa Wieting

A

ir quality index, food safety standards and water pollution—the everyday worries
that come with living in China. Just like checking the weather to see if you need
an umbrella in the morning, we check the AQI to see if we need to wear our
facemasks. Topping the list of concerns is the quality of water from the tap. Whether you
have already installed a purifying system or are contemplating doing so, you should be
aware of what your family is consuming. Shanghai’s water system has been shown to
contain shockingly high levels of lead as well as many other nasty chemicals, but how
dangerous is it to our health? We asked Dr. Yonglie Lee from Shanghai United Family
Hospital and Clinics for his view.

Why is lead in water concerning? And should we be
worried in Shanghai/China?

China has some of the most polluted rivers in the world. Most of the rivers near
large urban centers have industrial grade
water, which means it is not suitable for
human consumption. Lead is one of
many harmful elements in the water.
There are many other heavy metals, nitrites and nitrates (toxic agricultural
chemicals), bacteria, viruses and significant amount of chlorine (China has a
minimum level guideline, but not a maximum). Shanghai water comes from the
Huangpu (80 percent) and Yangtze (20

percent) rivers; both are highly contaminated from upstream rural and
industrial as well as domestic waste.
Heavy metals such as lead can deposit
in various tissues in the body and may
cause long-term damage. Examples of
clinical consequences are high blood
pressure, kidney dysfunction, anemia
and certain kinds of cancer.

Does it affect children
and adults differently?
Children are more sensitive, particularly those under age 6, due to their rapid
developmental stage. Lead poisoning
has been linked to neurological damage, retardation of cognitive and physical maturation and behavioral issues.
Exposure to lead happens through
drinking water as well as contaminated
air.

How do you measure the
amount of lead in water?
Measurements of heavy metal and
other pollutants require special equipment. There are agencies that provide
both measurements of air quality, water quality and check for other environmental health hazards (such as
mold). Pure Living China is one of
them.

How can children get
tested for lead levels?
Children can get tested via a blood test.
That is not the best way, but the simplest way to get a snapshot of blood
levels. A better (and more accurate) option would be hair testing, as it tells the
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story of the last several months, depending on the length of hair.

Do you have other concerns about the water?
One additional concern is the high levels
of chlorine in the water. Since many of
the contaminants come from an aging
piping system, additional chlorine is
poured in the water at the main distribution plant. Chlorine and its derivatives are carcinogenic, particularly in its
gas form which is inhaled (as in a long
hot shower). This is something to be vigilant about. Unless the home has a water
filter to eliminate chemicals, exposure
to the vapors in water is harmful and
should be reduced.
> Shanghai United Family Hospital & Clinics, multiple
locations across Shanghai, visit http://shanghai.ufh.com.cn/

Surviving Morning Sickness

Tips and Tricks for Moms-to-be
By Dr. Tuck Loke Tam

B

eing pregnant is a lifechanging journey with
an amazing ending.
However, morning sickness, especially in the first three months,
can also feel life-changing and
not in a good way. Unfortunately
for many women, ‘morning’ sickness can occur at any time of the
day or night. There are many
ways to help counter morning
sickness, and not all of them require medication.

The key principle is not to be too
full as this can cause overdistension in your stomach, leading to
an increased tendency to vomit.

Helpful Tips

・Avoid refined sugars and junk
foods that are rich in preservatives and fats; caffeine is also a
no-no.
・Keep eating: going hungry
could result in a decrease in
blood sugar, a trigger for nausea.
・You may become oversensiThe best way to beat morning
tive to smells, so avoid strong
sickness is to start early. Always
scents such as certain foods,
make sure to start the day with
cleaning concoctions and frasome type of breakfast; studies
have indicated that protein-rich grances.
・Make sure to stay hydrated,
meals are the most effective,
drinking small amounts of water
while others recommend a
frequently throughout the day.
breakfast full of starch. Every・Trust your gut: if something
body is different, so it is best to
does not smell right or turns you
try different types of diets and
see which one works best for you. off in any way, do not eat it, regardless of how good it appears
to be for you.
For the rest of the day, eat small
・Beware of remedies that will
amounts of food frequently. It
help relax your stomach such as
may be more beneficial to have
meals consisting of a select food ginger, lemon and peppermint
tea. The recipe for a simple
group: protein, vegetables, carhomemade ginger tea is detailed
bohydrates and fruits, which
on the right.
should always be eaten alone.

・There is a pressure point located at the center of your inner
wrist that when stimulated, may
relieve nausea. Some stores sell
this as a wristband called Cbands.
・Vitamin B6 can help with
morning sickness. Some foods
rich in Vitamin B6 include banana, garlic, broccoli, cauliflower,
bell pepper, spinach and kale. As
a side note, it is recommended to
steam your vegetables because
raw vegetables may be harder to
digest during pregnancy.
・Take a good multi-vitamin
containing B vitamins, zinc and
magnesium. Studies have shown
that magnesium serves as a natural relaxant. When paired with
an Epsom salt bath, it may help
relax you and stabilize your nausea.
・Identify and eliminate all your
external stressors, as these are
known to aggravate your nausea.
・If all else fails, speak with your
doctor and ask him/her to prescribe medication that is safe for
your pregnancy.
・Most importantly, remember
that all of this will pass!

Homemade Ginger Tea
Ingredients:
・Fresh ginger root
・6 cups water
・2 cinnamon sticks
・Lemon juice
・Rock sugar or your favorite
sweetener (optional)

Directions:
・Peel ginger and slice very thinly (1/2 cup)
・Simmer ginger and cinnamon
sticks in 6 cups of water for 20
minutes
・Remove from heat and strain
・Add sweetener and lemon as
needed
Makes 6 servings. Also tastes fabulous chilled with ice.
Dr. Tuck Loke Tam is an Obstetrician & Gynecologist
at Shanghai United Family Hospital and Clinics.
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King and Country

Royal Shakespeare salutes Henry V
BY Andrew Chin

A

lthough the shows are
currently running
individually in
London, they will be
presented together for the
first time this month for what
Artistic Director Gregory
Doran describes as “Prince
Hal’s chronological journey
from troubled youth to noble
King.”
Taking on the plum role is rising star Alex Hassell. The affable Essex native jokes that his
character’s evolution can be
viewed in his costumes. He
starts Henry IV, Part I “in a
pair of boxer shorts” and by
Henry V, he dons the “posh
frocks and great splendor” fit
only for a king.
“It is such an amazing privilege to explore such a complex character over such a
[long] period of his life,” he
says. “It is so interesting to
play one character on such a
wide canvas – to allow him to
develop at the speed of real
life rather than in exciting
dramatic peaks.”

F

our hundred years after the Bard’s death, the Royal
Shakespeare Company pays tribute with an ambitious
presentation of Henry IV, Part I, Henry IV, Part II and Henry
V. The triptych provides a fascinating look at medieval England
during a great time of upheaval. Billed as King and Country, it
will be performed in five cities: London, Beijing, Shanghai, Hong
Kong and New York City.
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Along with Richard II, the
three plays presented in King
and Country make up Shakespeare’s second historical tetralogy, commonly referred
to as the Henriad.
The plays provide a panoramic view of 15th century England from the royal court to
the seedy taverns where audiences first find Prince Hal.
Joining him in this early car-

nage is his literal partner in
crime, Falstaff. Describing the
character as “one of Shakespeare’s greatest creations,”
acclaimed actor Antony Sher
can only agree with the assessment that his character is
“a fat, vain, boastful and cowardly knight.”
“Yet, what is remarkable is
how Shakespeare makes an
audience love him and care
about what happens to
him,” he adds. “In preparing
for the role, I just had to
learn to trust Shakespeare’s
instincts – the more disreputable Falstaff is, the more
he fascinates an audience.”
The three-time Laurence Olivier Award winner has added his own distinct take to
one of the Bard’s most beloved characters.
“We’ve made Falstaff a kind of
tramp, but a grand one,” he
explains. “From clues in the
text, we decided he probably
came from a posh family but
has wasted his life away. He
still speaks in a very upper
class way, yet his appearance

is very scruffy and dilapidated. We’ve also made him a
real alcoholic, rather than just
a man who likes a drink or
two.”
While the two actors have
been receiving rapturous response for the roles at home,
they admit to being unsure of
what the reaction will be in
China.

“Part of Shakespeare’s genius
lies in the fact
that he speaks to
all people all over
the world”
It will be the first time that
the actors will visit China and
Sher is confident that audiences will be satiated.
“Part of Shakespeare’s genius
lies in the fact that he speaks
to people all over the world,”
Sher says. “Of course different

cultures react to him in different ways. I can’t wait to see
what the Chinese reaction
will be.”
Although the Great Cycle of
Kings is the Royal Shakespeare Company’s first extensive tour of China, Doran
promises that there is more
to come.

> The Great Cycle of Kings: Henry IV, Part
I (Feb 25), Henry IV, Part II (Feb 26) and
Henry V (Feb 27-28), 7.15pm (Fri-Sat) and
1.30pm (Sun), RMB180-880. Shanghai Grand
Theatre, 300 Renmin Da Dao, by Huangpi
Bei Lu 人民大道300号, 近黄陂北路 (400
610 3721, en.damai.cn)

“We are not only touring
our work in China but are
also in the midst of a translation project hoping to create a performance-friendly
Chinese play text starting
with Henry V,” Doran says.
“We are also putting a
call out for suggestions of classic
Chinese plays, so
that we can
choose one to
stage here at
the Royal
Shakespeare
Company. It
is very much
a two—way
cultural exchange
that will continue for the
next few years.”
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A Review by a Father and Son
By James Gooding & Jamie Gooding

T

he new installment of Star Wars, The Force Awakens, has been all the rage over the past month, and was the first of the series
to be shown in theaters across China. To give some due diligence, we’ve asked a father and son combo, both of whom are true
Star Wars fanatics, to give you a rundown of the latest flick. In this article, James Gooding and his son Jamie (grade 6 at YCIS)
will give you their two cents about the most recent installment of a series that has impacted generations and will leave a mark on
many more to come.

I was five years old in 1977, when my father took me to watch the original (and first) Star Wars movie at the cinema; it was my first cinema
experience as a kid. I can still remember the walls of the cinema shaking during the opening scene as the Imperial Star Destroyer flies over,
chasing Princess Leia’s ship.
My childhood is full of Star Wars memories as I grew up watching the
next two movies in the series, The Empire Strikes Back in 1980 and Return of the Jedi in 1983. I had a bunch of Star Wars toys and figurines
as a child and I carried those memories and love of Star Wars into
adulthood.
Sixteen years later The Phantom Menace was released. Like most fans
I wasn’t impressed with the character of Jar Jar Binks; George Lucas really got that one wrong! However, I really enjoyed Attack of the Clones
and Revenge of the Sith. A couple of years ago, I bought the whole sixmovie DVD collection and have watched them as a family twice. We
are now in the process of watching them again for the third time.
When Disney bought Lucas Films and announced they were making
episode seven, the anticipation started and I was constantly asked by
both my two boys, “Dad, when can we go and watch the new Star Wars
movie?” The Force Awakens delivered and ticked almost every box for
me. It was all action and fast-paced from start to finish. The new characters were mostly interesting, although I found Finn’s
character a little one-dimensional. I loved how they brought
the original characters of Princess Leia, Luke Skywalker and
Han Solo back and could easily see the movie appealing to
three or four different generations. It’s hard to believe that
Star Wars has been a part of my life fornearly 40 years and that
this was the first Star Wars movie shown in China. History is being made!
I loved the character of Rey and can see her
becoming the next Jedi. Kylo Ren should
have kept his mask on as he looked too
young to be the villain, my guess is he’ll
be somehow related to Rey. Personally, I
can’t wait for the next instalment of
Star Wars.

James Gooding

When my dad told me that they
were making a new Star Wars
movie, I waited for what felt like
three years. I kept asking my dad
when it was coming out; I kept
on saying, “Dad when can we
go and watch Star Wars?” He
told me it takes time to make
the movie, so I waited a little
bit longer before I asked
again, “Dad, when can we go
and watch the new Star Wars
movie?”
I love Star Wars so much
because the story is so
awesome and addictive
and I don’t want to be one of the
few people in the world that don’t like it and don’t watch
it. For many years one of my favorite presents to receive for my birthday or Christmas was the Lego Star Wars.
During my Christmas holiday, I went to Australia and my best friend
Tristan, whom I’ve known since I was six months old, flew from upstate New York all the way to Perth, Western Australia to see me. We
were so excited to watch the movie together. When I finally got to
watch Star Wars, it was quite sad how Kylo Ren killed Han Solo (his father).
The new Star Wars movie was just as good as Return of the Jedi. I liked
the new BB-8 droid carrying a quarter of the secret map to find Luke
Skywalker. The costumes are great and I thought it was cool how the
Starkiller Base absorbed the sun’s power to fire the laser to destroy
the Republic. I especially liked how Poe managed to fly through the
small hole of the isolator to destroy the Starkiller Base.
When we got back to Shanghai, after our Christmas holiday, we
watched it again at IMAX. The second time was just as good as the
first time. I think in the next movie, Kylo Ren will complete his training and come back part mechanical.
I’ve also got the books, which I’m looking forward to reading.
I can’t wait for the next Star Wars movie to come out…

Jamie Gooding
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Book Review

The Dark Forest

Liu Cixin’s Award-Winning Sci-Fi Saga Continues
By Aelred Doyle

B

ig ideas, big book. In
this sequel to The
Three-Body Problem,
winner of the 2015 Hugo
Award for Best Novel, Liu
Cixin starts us off in the present day at an intriguing
moment: we know exactly
when annihilation will arrive. So what do we do now?
Liu's answer reveals both his
strengths and weaknesses as
a writer.
All human interaction is being monitored by multi-dimensional particles called sophons that relay information
instantaneously to the planet
of Trisolaris, over four light
years away. (NSA, this metaphor is paging you.) The sophons have also frozen our
scientific advancement. Humanity will have no more
breakthroughs.
This is because the Trisolorans
need a new planet, and Earth
meets their needs. Their technology is exponentially more
advanced than ours, and their

Liu starts us off in
the present day at
an intriguing moment: we know
exactly when annihilation will arrive. So what do
we do now?
fleet of destruction has set off.
They arrive in a bit over 400
years. The clock is ticking.
So what do you do when the
bad guys outgun you? And
how do you plan a defense
when, as a general puts it:
"None of us sitting here will
make it to space, much less
have the chance to see our
space fleet, and we may not
even see a credible model of a
space warship. The first generation of officers and crew
won't be born until two centuries from now, and two and a

half centuries from that,
Earth's fleet will meet the alien invaders. Aboard those
ships will be the fifteenth
generation of our grandchildren."
Four individuals, 'Wallfacers,'
are given any resources they
need. The whole point is that
they never reveal their plans
to save Earth, so that the aliens won't know either.
It's fun seeing survival plans
evolve over centuries, and
how humans have problems
getting it together, even with
a common enemy.
Another refreshing aspect is
just how Chinese the book is.
There are characters from all
over the world, but the approach is distinctive in a genre dominated by American
writers. Political aspects are
seen differently, and a great
deal of energy and manpower
is put into making sure an attitude of defeatism does not
take hold.

But there
are things Liu is definitely
not good at. Writing is too often one of them. He has been
grievously let down by his editors, who have waved
through his sloppy prose and
wince-inducing missteps.
This kind of thing is unforgivable: "Luo Ji was fas cinated by
the man's gaze, like a devil and
angel, like an atom bomb and
identical-size precious stone."
And when Liu does romance,
it's basically a war crime. Luo Ji
uses his Wallfacer privileges to
commission a search for his
ideal woman, who must be educated – but of course not too educated – and extremely insipid.
It's yucky all the way through.
We love Liu Cixin's big ideas, his
take on the genre and his plotting. We're looking forward to
the next one. We just wish he'd
had help with quality control.
> Liu Cixin: The Dark Forest (Tor Books) is
available on Amazon.
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Urban Scenes
Primary 'Pirates' Perform Musical at YCIS

Recently, Year 5 and 6 students from the YCIS Hongqiao Campus,
in conjunction with the Primary Senior Choir, ‘set sail’ and performed a two-night production of Pirates of the Curry Bean— a
musical complete with dramatic talent, hilarious lines, and memorable tunes. The students had been practicing since the beginning of the school year as part of the After School Activity Program, and impressed the audiences of their peers, families, and
friends with their fantastic performance.

Wellington College Chinese New
Year Celebration
On January 22, Wellington College celebrated Chinese New Year with a full-day event. Every pupil performed on the stage in addition to a few performances by Wellington parents and teachers. Children from the 'Pride from the Mountains' – a local
public school – also joined the fun. The performances showcased the Chinese language skills of pupils
from over 30 nationalities through songs, dances,
kungfu and much more. It was an amazing day filled
with Chinese culture and performing arts.

Christmas Party at Montessori Children's House
and Montessori Children's Academy
Montessori Children's House and Montessori Children's Academy held
their 2015 Christmas Party on December 11 at each of their campus locations. All kids were invited to join the sessions organized by kindergarten
staff with their families, and received a jolly gift from Santa Claus. The
students’ families all enjoyed the activities and left with some holiday
cheer before Christmas break.

SigiKid Celebrates Its Three Year
Anniversary in China
The well-known German kids’ brand SigiKid celebrated its three-year anniversary of entering
China on December 19, 2015. There was a welcoming VIP cocktail party held at THE PLACE in
Hongqiao. Ms. Huang Lifang, President of the
Asia-Pacific region, presented the growth of the
brand in China over the past three years, as well
as strategies of development in the future.
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Julliard Alumni Visits Nord
Anglia

WISS partners with The Giving Tree
In December, the Western International School of Shanghai partnered with The
Giving Tree to give students the opportunity to visit Qing Pu United Primary
School and bring share some holiday cheer. A heart warming performance was given by the students of Qing Pu for WISS students. Following the performance, WISS
students visited classes to distribute Giving Tree bags to each of the other students; they were thrilled with their newly received gifts.

Following a new partnership with the
Juilliard school, Nord Anglia International School had its first Juilliard alumni visit for Term 2. It gave the students and artists an opportunity to work together in
musical workshops based around the artists’ instruments – the bassoon, clarinet
and piano. Julliard alumni also gave a
short performance for the students. The
skill and years of training to achieve such
musical excellence was very well received
by the captivated audience.
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Submit your events listing to urbanfamily@urbanatomy.com
Feb 7 | COMMUNITY

Feb 9 | SPORTS

Shanghai SIPG AFC Champions League
Qualifier

Historic Shanghai Hidden Temples Tour
With Lunar New Year around the corner, Historic Shanghai has organized this
walking stroll to three beautiful, historic Chinese temples off the beaten track.
Stops include hidden 19th century courtyards and Shanghai’s only Art Deco
temple.
> Feb 7, 2-5pm, RMB250 (RMB200 for Historic Shanghai members). Meeting
point revealed after RSVP with info@historic-shanghai.com.

Feb 8 | SPORTS

Shanghai SIPG takes part in the AFC Champions League for the very first time this
year. Having come second in the Chinese Super League last season, if they are to
make the group stage – and face Melbourne Victory, Gamba Osaka and Suwon
Samsung Bluewings – they must first win a one-off qualification game at the
Shanghai Stadium against either Muangthong United of Thailand or Johor Darul
Ta’zim of Malaysia. They go into the February 9 game bolstered by the singing of
Brazilian striker Elkeson (pictured) from Guangzhou Evergrande, who scored in
the final in both their Champions League victories of 2013 and 2015. If Shanghai
win they will face Suwon Samsung Bluewings on March 2, Gamba Osaka on
March 15 and Melbourne Victory on April 19, all at the Shanghai Stadium. Be
sure to catch the SIPG when they kick off the China Super League season in
March.
> Feb 9, 7.30pm. Shanghai Stadium, 1111 Caoxi Bei Lu, by Tianyaoqiao Lu 漕溪北
路1111号, 近天钥桥路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

Feb 14 | ARTS

NFL China Super Bowl Party

America’s biggest sports prize is on the line as the Carolina Panthers square off
against the Denver Broncos at the monumental Super Bowl 50. Enjoy the full
pageantry of the big game, which routinely pulls in well over 100 million viewers
in America alone. Kerry Hotel Pudong hosts an official tailgate party that includes
buffet breakfast, free-flow drinks and a live broadcast of the American feed of
the Super Bowl on large screens, complete with the famed commercials that
cost up to USD3 million to air. NFL China has also linked up with 1515 West for a
Super Bowl brunch buffet that includes live viewing of the game, plus free flow
Budweiser. Both parties will auction of NFL-related goods with proceeds donated
to local charities.
> Feb 8, 7am, RMB3,800 for table of 10 (RMB150 for kids between 5-12) plus 15
percent. Kerry Hotel Pudong, 1378 Huamu Lu, by Fangdian Lu 花木路1378号, 近芳
甸路 (6169 8886, fbreservations.khpu@thekerryhotels.com)
> Feb 8, 7.30-11.30am, RMB368 (RMB184 for kids). 1515 West, 4/F, Jing’an
Shangri-La, 1218 Yan’an Zhong Lu, by Nanjing Xi Lu 延安中路1218号静安香格里拉
酒店4楼, 近南京西路 (2203 8889)
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Seasons of Love

After rousing tributes to Stevie Wonder and the history of hip hop, Encore Live
returns to Shanghai Concert Hall with romance on its mind. Soulful singer Kevin
Max!m and an all-star group of the city’s finest musician performs a rousing concert dedicated to looking at love across the four seasons of the year.
> Feb 14, 7.30pm, RMB80-480. Shanghai Concert Hall, 523 Yan’an Dong Lu, by
Xizang Nan Lu 延安东路523号, 近西藏南路 (5456 2471, 247tickets.cn)

Until Feb 15 | ARTS

Feb 27-28 | ARTS

Frozen Planet in Concert

Media Dalí

After attracting 350,000 visitors to last summer’s Master of Impressionism: Claude
Monet, the K11 Art Foundation has teamed up with the Gala-Salvador Dalí
Foundation for their latest blockbuster show. Over 200 items were selected from
over 4,000 artworks in the Figueres Dalí Archives, including 14 masterpieces like
‘Dematerialization Near the Nose of Nero.’ Dalí’s media work, including advertisements and magazine covers, as well as his creative tools will be displayed.
> Until Feb 15, 10am-10pm, RMB80-120. chi k11 art Museum, B3, 300 Huaihai
Zhong Lu, by Huangpi Nan Lu 淮海中路300号B3层, 近黄陂南路 (400 610 3721,
en.damai.cn)

BBC’s majestic documentary is paired with Academy Award nominated composer
George Fenton’s acclaimed score for a truly audio-visual feast. Zhang Chengjie
conducts the Shanghai Opera House Orchestra, while breathtaking HD images
from the landmark series will be screened on 150 square meters of LED screen.
> Feb 27-28, 2.30pm and 7.30pm, RMB180-480. Shanghai Children’s Art Theatre,
800 Miaojiang Lu, by South Xizang Lu 苗江路800号近西藏南路 (400 610 3721,
en.damai.cn)

Until Feb 28 | ARTS

Feb 20-21 | ARTS

Harry Potter: The Exhibition
Shakespeare’s Opening Day

Shanghai Grand Theatre is celebrating the life and legacy of the Bard in grand
style. In addition to the Royal Shakespeare Company’s much-anticipated Cycle
of Great Kings run, the theater will also screen an NT Live adaptation of Hamlet
starring Benedict Cumberbatch, as well as hosting a series English and Chinese
language drama workshops, lectures and post-show
> Feb 20, 1-6pm, RMBTBA. Shanghai Grand Theatre, 300 Renmin Dadao, by
Huangpi Bei Lu 人民大道300号, 近黄陂北路 (400 105 8686)

This global hit has been viewed by more than three million visitors and brings
the world of Harry Potter to Super Brand Mall. Visitors will be able to explore
some of the film’s most popular locations like Hagrid’s Hut and the Forbidden
Forest. Guests can toss a Quaffle ball in the Quidditch area and pull their own
Mandrake in the Herbology classroom. Exclusive audio tour with behind-thescenes commentary from producers and prop designers complement the thousands of authentic props, costumes and creatures that fill the exhibit.
> Until Feb 28, 10am-1pm; 2-5pm; 6-9pm, RMB170 (RMB110 for children, RMB130
for students, RMB400 for two parents and one child, RMB450 for three). Super
Brand Mall, 168 Lujiazui Xi Lu, by Lujiazui Huan Lu 陆家嘴西路168号, 近陆家嘴环路
(400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)

Feb 27 | ARTS

5 Seconds of Summer

Since forming five years ago, these Australian teens
have gone from YouTube sensations to music superstars with two American chart topping albums like last
year’s Sounds Good Feels Good. While One Direction
are early proponents, the quartet has a sound that
Rolling Stone describes as “emo gone pop.” They’ve
sold out prestigious stages like London’s Wembley
Arena and will be making their Mainland debut. Expect
hits like ‘She Looks So Perfect’ to have the teenage girls
screaming.
> Feb 27, 8pm, RMB280-1,180. Shanghai Grand Stage,
1111 Caoxi Bei Lu, by Ciyun Lu 漕溪北路1111号, 近慈云
路 (400 610 3721, en.damai.cn)
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Feb 28 | COMMUNITY

Mar 17 | COMMUNITY

5th Shanghai International Pet Expo
Shanghai Chess Academy Winter
Regional

This regional tournament pits chess masters ages 5-16 in a battle for supremacy. Shanghai Chess Academy masters will serve as coaches in this fun tournament that encourages enthusiasm for the cerebral sport.
> Feb 28, 10am-4pm, RMB100. Shanghai Centre Atrium, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by
Xikang Lu 南京西路1376号上海商城, 近西康路 (info@shanghaichessacademy.com)

Animal lovers won’t want to miss this massive pet expo that includes highlights
like China’s second largest national dog competition, with more than 300
famed canines from around the world competing for your love. Pet beauticians
and other activities will ensure that your four-legged loved one gets all the attention they deserve, with even on-site weddings available.
> Mar 17, 9.30am-5pm, RMB45-110. Shanghai World Expo Exhibition and
Convention Center, 1099 Guozhan Lu, by Zhoujiadu Lu 国展路1099号, 近周家渡路
(www.petexpo.com.cn)

Mar 19 | COMMUNITY

Mar 9-12 | ARTS

Design
Shanghai

In just three years, this massive
exhibition devoted to design of
all disciplines has swelled in size
to take over Shanghai Exhibition
Centre. Expect world renowned
brands, design stars and over
300 exhibitors showing off the
finest in contemporary, classic
and collectible designs.
> Mar 9-12, 10am-6pm, (10am9pm on Mar 9), RMB100-200
(RMB300-600 for four day pass).
Shanghai Exhibition Centre, 1000
Yan’an Zhong Lu, by Shaanxi Lu
延安中路1000号, 近陕西路 (www.
designshowshanghai.com)

Mar 16 | LIFE/STYLE

YCIS Annual Charity Gala

This annual charity gala follows a theme of 'The Silk Road.' Expect a delicious
dinner, rousing entertainment, auctions and a chance to win fantastic raffle
prices. Proceeds will benefit Heart to Heart Shanghai and ChunHui Children’s
Charity.
> Mar 19, 6.30-11.30pm, RMB880. Parkyard Hotel, 699 Bibo Lu, by Gaoke Zhong Lu
碧波路699号, 近高科中路 (moiram@sh.ycef.com)

Apr 15-17 | SPORTS

Mom to Mom Sale

This massive second hand children’s items sales event has been running for
over six years. Stock up on a variety of goods from baby clothes to family
friendly board games, plus more with over 50 sellers at the event. 15 percent
of proceeds will go to Heart to Heart to help fund heart surgeries for children
in need.
> Mar 16, 9.30am-1.30pm, free entry. Shanghai Racquet Club, 555 Jinfeng Lu, by
Baole Lu 金峰路555号, 近保乐路 (momtomomsaleshanghai@hotmail.com, www.
momtomomshanghai.com)
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F1 Grand Prix

China’s premiere racing event returns as the F1 Chinese Grand Prix once again
takes over the Shanghai Audi International Circuit. Expect the best racers in
the world to converge on the city that was once again won by Mercedes’ Lewis
Hamilton. Practice day on Frtiday, qualifying on Saturday and the big race on
Sunday. Family packages available for one adult and one children (RMB1,4002,400) or one adult and two children (RMB1,620-2,620).
> Apr 15-17, 9am-10pm, RMB1,400-2,620. Shanghai Audi International Circuit,
2000 Yining Lu, by Jiadong Automobile City 伊宁路2000号, 近嘉定汽车城 (5456
2471, 247tickets.cn)

listings
Education
Early Childhood Education
Canada & China International
School affiliated with the Vancouver
International Educational
Development Centre. Whole day
kindergarten program for ages 3
to 6, 9am - 3.30pm. After school
programs available on weekends:
Emergent Art, Science, Drama and
Literature. Block B,C,D,F, 3/F, 1399
Beijing Xi Lu 北京西路1399号3楼
B,C,D,F座 (3207 1135)
International Play Point @ Longbai
GB2, Building 2, Longbai Service
Apts, 2461 Hongqiao Lu 龙柏IPP, 虹
桥路2461号2号楼GB2 (6268 8320)
Shanghai babyArt Education
Management Consulting Co., Ltd.
Room 705, Bldg A, Hongqiao Flourish
Lotus Plaza, 1050 Wuzhong Lu 吴中
路1050号虹桥盛世莲花广场A幢705
室 (5422 1000, www.babyart.cn)
Totsgarten Play Center Odin Palace,
Branch 88, Club House, 3001
Hongmei Lu 奥玎亲子坊早教中心,
虹梅路3001弄88支弄奥玎花园会所
(6401 8381, www.totsgarten.com)

Kindergartens
American Kindergarten Stars and
Stripes 138 Yingbin San Lu 迎宾
三路138号 (6268 5006, www.
starsandstripes.cn, info@USL.com)
Bright Start Academy 2F, 10-3
Cangwu Lu, by Tianlin Lu 苍梧路
10号3幢2楼, 近田林路 (6451 7908,
www.kidsbrightstart.com)
Century Star Bilingual Kindergarten
169 Boshan Dong Lu, by Jujiaqiao Lu
博山东路169号, 近居家桥路 (5850
6698, www.shsjx.com)
China Welfare Institution
Kindergarten 1361 Xiuyan Lu, by
Hunan Lu 秀沿路1361号, 近沪南路
(6819 2362, www.cwikin.com)
Dulwich College Kindergarten
Shanghai 425 Lan’an Lu, by Biyun Lu
蓝桉路425号, 近碧云路 (5899 9910,
www.dulwichcollege.cn)

Fortune Kindergarten International
School 1) 55 Lancun Lu 蓝村路55号
(5875 1212, www.fkis.com.cn) 2) 201
Donghuan Long Lu 东环龙路201号
(5039 8797) 3) 2151 Lianhua Lu 莲花
路2151号 (5458 0508)
Happy Bridge Kindergarten 489
Huaiyin Lu, by Linquan Lu 淮阴路
489号, 近林泉路 (6223 8870, www.
happybridge.org)
Harvest Baby Kindergarten 149
Hengbang Lu, by Tiantong'an Lu 横
浜路149号, 近天潼庵路 (6587 8662)
Learning Habitat Bilingual
Kindergarten Block C, Blue Sky Villa,
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei
Lu 虹桥路1980号蓝天别墅C
幢，近虹梅路 (6262 7668, www.
learninghabitat.org)
Little Eton Bilingual Kindergarten
592 Wanping Nan Lu, by Lingling Lu
宛平南路592号，近零陵路 (6469
0445, www.little-eton.com, littleeton@eastday.com)
Maryland Kindergarten 1/F&3/
F, Building 4, 1838 Gubei Lu, by
Wuzhong Lu 古北路1838弄4号
楼1F&3F�近吴中路 (6270-1378,
marylandsh@hotmail.co.jp)
Merrykids Kindergarten No.42, 21
Pubei Lu, by Liuzhou Lu 浦北路21弄
42号, 近柳州路 (6483 0206, www.
merrykids.com)
Montessori Children’s House EnglishGerman-Mandarin classes. 7.30am 4.40pm. 56 Lingshan Lu, by Yinshan
Lu and Yunshan Lu 灵山路56号, 近银
山路和云山路
Montessori School of Shanghai 1)
Qingpu Campus: 1230 Zhuguang
Lu 诸光路1230号 (5988 6688, www.
montessorisos.com) 2) 21 Donghu
Lu 东湖路21号(5403 7699, www.
montessorisos.com)
Morgan Rothschild Childcare Center
Building 161, 1358 Huqingping
Gong Lu 沪青平公路1358号161
幢 (6976 1000 ext 10/88, www.
morganrothschild.com)
SCIS Hongqiao ECE Campus 2212
Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路2212号(6261
4338, Fax: 6261 4639)
Shanghai Angels Kindergarten 281

Panlong Cun 蟠龙村281号 (5988
3458, www.angels.org.cn)
Shanghai Greenfield Kindergarten
1980 Hongqiao Lu, by Hongmei
Lu 虹桥路1980号, 近虹梅路 (6261
4446)
Shanghai Ladder Bilingual
Kindergarten 910 Yingkou Lu, by
Xiangyin Lu 营口路910号, 近翔殷路
(6534 7515)
Tweety's English School No 66, 60
Jinhui Nan Lu, by Wuzhong Lu 金
汇南路60弄66号, 近吴中路 (6406
0846)
Shanghai Montessori Kindergarten
No. 20, 1117 Zhuguang Lu 诸光路
1117弄20号 (3319 9422, www.s-m-k.
org, montessorikindergarten@
yahoo.com.cn)
Shanghai Victoria Kindergarten
1) No. 1, 71 Huating Lu, by Huaihai
Zhong Lu 华亭路71弄1号, 近淮海中
路 (5403 6901, www.victoria.edu.
hk) 2) No. 15, 155 Baocheng Lu 宝
城路155弄15号 (5415 2228, www.
victoria.edu.hk) 3) No. 38, 39
Yinxiao Lu 银霄路39弄38号 (5045
9084, www.victoria.edu.hk) 4) No.
81, 300 Gumei Lu 古美路300弄81号
(6401 1084, www.victoria.edu.hk)
Shanghai Weihai Kindergarten
International Division 730 Weihai
Lu, by Shaanxi Bei Lu 威海路730
号, 近陕西北路, Ages 3-6, Bilingual
English/Chinese classrooms,
Montessori-based Curriculum
Phone: Mr. Kobe (136.4175.2501)
Email: happyweihai@gmail.com
WuNan Kindergarten International
School 14 Wulumuqi Nan Lu 乌鲁木
齐南路14号 (6433 7993)
YCIS Shanghai Kindergarten 1)
HongQiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng
Lu, by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号, 近虹
桥路 (6242 3243, enquiry@sh.ycef.
com) 2) Regency Park Campus: 1817
Huamu Lu 花木路1817号 (5033 1900,
enquiry@sh.ycef.com)

International Schools
Britannica International School
Shanghai 1988 Gubei Nan Lu,
by Wuzhong Lu 古北南路1988
号, 近吴中路 (6402 7889, www.
britannicashanghai.com, admissions@
britannicashanghai.com)

British International School
1) Pudong Campus: 600 Cambridge
Forest New Town, 2729 Hunan
Lu 南公路2729弄康桥半岛600
号 (5812 7455, www.bisshanghai.
com enquiries@bisspudong.
com) 2) Puxi Campus: 111 Jinguang
Lu 金光路111号 (5226 3211, www.
bisshanghai.com admissions@
bisspuxi.com)
Concordia International School
Shanghai 999 Mingyue Lu, by
Huangyang Lu 明月路999号,近黄
杨路 (5899 0380, www.ciss.com.cn,
admissions@ciss.com.cn)
Deutsche Schule Shanghai 30, 399
Zhuguang Lu 诸光路399弄30号
(3976 0555, www.ds-shanghai.org.
cn, info@ds-shanghai.org.cn)
Dulwich College International
School 266 Lan’an Lu, by Mingyue
Lu 蓝桉路266号，近明月路 (5899
9910, www.dulwich-shanghai.cn,
admissions@dulwich-shanghai.cn)
Livingston American School 580
Ganxi Lu 甘溪路580号 (6238 3511,
www.laschina.org, Info@laschina.org)
LYCÉE FRANÇAIS DE SHANGHAI
1) 350 Gaoguang Lu 高光路350
号 (3976 0555, http://ef.shanghai.
online.fr) 2) Bldg D, 1555 Jufeng Lu
巨峰路1555D楼 (6897 6589)
Hong Qiao International School 218
Yili Nan Lu, by Lanbaoshi Lu 伊犁
南路218号, 近蓝宝石路 (6268 2074,
6268 3121, www.hqis.org)
Shanghai American School 1)
Pudong Campus: 1600 Lingbai
Gong Lu 凌白公路1600号 (6221
1445, www.saschina.org) 2) Puxi
Campus: 258 Jinfeng Lu, by Beiqing
Gong Lu 金丰路258号, 近北青公路
(6221 1445, www.saschina.org)
Shanghai Community International
School 1)Hongqiao Campus: 1161
Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路1161号 (Tel:
6261-4338) 2) Hongqiao ECE
Campus: 2212 Hongqiao Lu 虹桥路
2212号 (Tel: 6295-1222) 3)Pudong
Campus: 198 Hengqiao Lu 横桥路
198号 (Tel: 5812-9888) www.scishis.org admission@scis-his.org
Shanghai Rego International School
1) 159 Diannan Lu 淀南路159号
(5488 8320, www.srisrego.com) 2)
189 Dongzha Lu, by Shuying Lu 东
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闸路189号, 近疏影路 (5488 3431,
www.srisrego.com)
Shanghai Singapore International
School 1) Minhang Campus: 301
Zhujian Lu 朱建路301号 (6221 9288,
www.ssis.cn , info@ssis.cn) 2) Xuhui
Campus: 1455 Huajing Lu 华泾路1455号
(6496 5550, www.ssis.cn , info@ssis.cn)
Shanghai United International
School 1) Hongqiao Campus: 999
Hongquan Lu, by Jinhui Lu 虹泉路999
号, 近金汇路 (3431 0090, www.suis.
com.cn) 2) Gubei Secondary Campus:
248 Hongsong Dong Lu 红松东路248
号 (5175 3030, www.suis.com.cn) 3)
Pudong Campus: 48 Xueye Lu 雪野路
48号(5886 9990, www.suis.com.cn) 4)
Shangyin Campus: 185 Longming Lu龙
茗路185号 (5417 8143, www.suis.com.
cn) 5) Jiao Ke Secondary Campus: 55
Wanyuan Lu 万源路55号 (6480 9986,
www.suis.com.cn)
Western International School
of Shanghai 555 Lianmin Lu, by
Huqingping Gong Lu 联民路555号, 近
沪青平公路 (6976 6388, 6976 6969,
www.wiss.cn admission@wiss.cn)
Wellington College International
Shanghai 1500 Yaolong Road (near
West Haiyang Road) 耀龙路1500号
(近海阳西路) 021-51853885 www.
wellingtoncollege.cn admissions.
shanghai@wellingtoncollege.cn
Yew Chung International School of
Shanghai 1) 18 Ronghua Xi Dao, by
Shuicheng Nan Lu 荣华西道18号,近
水城南路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ycef.com) 2)
Century Park Campus: 1433 Dongxiu
Lu, by Jinhe Lu 东绣路1433号, 近
锦和路 (2226 7666 ext 2345 www.
ycef.com, enquiry@ ycef.com) 3)
Hongqiao Campus: 11 Shuicheng Lu,
by Hongqiao Lu 水城路11号, 近虹桥
路 (2226 7666 ext 2345, www. ycef.
com, enquiry@ycef.com) 4) Pudong:
Regency Park, 1817 Huamu Lu, by
Liushan Lu 花木路1817号, 近柳杉路
(2226 7666 ext 2345, www.ycef.com,
enquiry@ycef.com)
YK Pao School No. 20, 1251 Wuding
Xi Lu 武定西路1251弄20号 (6167
1999, www.ykpaoschool.cn)

Language Center
Panda Chinese Language & Culture
Training Centre iMandarin “Ting Bu
Dong” is Long gone! 1) Shanghai
Centre Campus: Suite 720-721, 1376
Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西路1376号720721室 (3222 1028, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 2)
Yuandong Campus: Room 1916,
Bldg B, 317 Xianxia Lu, by Gubei Lu
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仙霞路317号B座1916室, 近古北路
(5239 2807, www.iMandarin.net,
study@imandarin.net) 3) Xintiandi
Campus: Suite 1708, Shui On Plaza,
333 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by Madang
lu 淮海中路333号瑞安广场1708
室，近马当路 (3308 0508, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.
net) 4) Gubei Campus: Suite C207,
Shang-Mi Ra Commercial Centre,
2633 Yan’an Xi Lu, by Shuicheng
Nan Lu 延安西路2633号美丽华商
务中心C207室, 近水城南路 (3223
1046, www.iMandarin.net, study@
imandarin.net) 5) Suite 2312, Bank
of China Tower, 200 Yincheng
Zhong Lu, by Lujazui Dong Lu 银城
中路200号中银大厦2312室，近陆家
嘴东路 (5037 2711, www.iMandarin.
net, study@imandarin.net) 6) 1779
Yunshan Lu, by Biyun Lu 云山路
1779号，近碧云路 (6105 9572, www.
iMandarin.net, study@imandarin.
net)
Youmandarin Language Center
YouMandarin , whatever your
objectives - personal training,
corporate training, cultural
acclimation, providing your children
with an opportunity for a head
start, or even just fine-tuning your
accent- our customized training
system ensures that all your needs
can be met in a timely fashion.
Quality assurance is our foremost
concern. (www.youmandarin.com,
info@youmandarin.com)
Jing'an Campus: Suite 4I, Crystal
Century Tower, 567 Weihai Lu 威海
路567号4I室 (5204 7618)
Hongqiao Campus: Suite 1812, Tower
A, City Center, 100 Zunyi Lu 遵义路
100号1812室 (6090 6068)
Mandarin House Chinese Schools
International quality accredited
Chinese language programs.
Whether at your office, home,
or our conveniently-located
schools; learn practical and
modern Chinese with experienced
teachers. Effective courses include:
Conversational Chinese, Written
Chinese, Business Chinese, HSK
Preparation and tailor-made
Private Tutoring to meet your
specific needs. Mandarin House is
an official registered HSK testing
center as well. Call us or visit
our school and see why more
than 20,000 people have chosen
Mandarin House for learning
Chinese!

People Square:
12F, 650 Hankou Lu
黄浦区汉口路650号亚洲大厦12层
Hongqiao:
Room538, 321 Honggu Lu
长宁区虹古路321号538室

Xujiahui:
8F, 88 Caoxi Bei Lu
徐汇区漕溪北路88号圣爱广场801室
Pudong Lujiazui:
11F, 1088 Pudong Nan Lu
浦东南路1088号中融大厦1107&09室
info@mandarinhouse.com
www.mandarinhouse.com

Homeware
ANNABEL LEE SHANGHAI is a
Shanghai-based luxury home and
fashion accessories brand that
reflects beautiful Chinese tradition
and culture. It boasts sophisticated
modern Chinese design in the form
of the finest Chinese silk, cashmere
and jewelry. Silk pouches with
delicate embroidery, intricatelywoven cashmere shawls made
of the highest-quality cashmere
from Inner Mongolia, breathtaking jewelry made of beautiful
gemstones, all of which make
perfect gifts! 1) No. 1, Lane 8,
Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, by Fuzhou
Lu (6445-8218) 10am-10pm 2) Unit 3,
House 3, North Block Xintiandi, 181
Taicang Lu, by Huangpi Nan Lu (6320
0045) 10am-10pm 1) 中山东一路8弄
1号, 近福州路 2) 太仓路181弄新天地
北里3号楼3单元, 近黄陂南路
OTTO Packing & Transport Co.,
Ltd Office move experts, over 300
office relocations annually, each
project over 300 headcounts. We
provide professional International,
domestic and local household goods
relocation service and office move.
As well as warehousing and records
managements service. OTTO has
headquartered office in Beijing,
branch office in Shanghai and
Guangzhou. Tel: 8621-54246872, Mob:
13801604452, Email: eason.luo@
ottochina.com, Hotline: 4008101279,
http://www.ottochina.com

Health
Health Services
AmMed Cancer Center 20/F,
Shanghai Ruijin Hospital OPD, 197
Ruijin Er Lu 瑞金二路197号瑞金医
院门诊大楼20楼 (6415 5988, www.
ruijin-ammed.com)
Bioscor Shanghai Clinic No. 5, 89
Xingguo Lu 兴国路89弄5号(6431
8899, www.bioscor.com.cn, info@
bioscor.com.cn) 9am-6pm
Chiropractic-ESI Spinal Clinic 551
Pudong Nan Lu 浦东南路551号
(5879 9999) Mon-Fri 9am- 8pm,
Sat- Sun 9am- 1pm.

Global HealthCare Medical & Dental
Center – Puxi Suite 303, Eco City
1788Nanjing Xi Lu, by Wulumuqi Bei Lu
(5298 6339, 5298 0593) 南京西路1788号
1788国际中心303室, 近乌鲁木齐北路
Global HealthCare Medical & Dental
Center – Pudong Shop 212, Shanghai
World Financial Center, 100 Shiji Dadao,
by Lujiazui Huan Lu (6877 5093, 6877
5993 ) 世纪大道100号上海环球金融中
心商场212室, 近陆家嘴环路
Healthway Family Medical Centre 1)
1228 Biyun Lu 碧云路1228号 (5030
1699, 800 988 1103) Mon-Sun, 8am
- 11.30am, 1.30pm-5pm 2) 371 Xinzha
Lu 新闸路371号 (6359 1082, 800 988
1103, www.healthwaychina.com)
International Medical Care Center of
Shanghai First People’s Hospital, 585
Jiulong Lu 九龙路585号上海第一人民
医院 (6324 3852) Mon-Fri, 8am-4pm
New Vison Eye Clinic Plaza C, No. 777,
Centruy Avenue, by Nanquan Bei Lu
(www.rjeye.com). Mon-Fri 8am-5pm.
世纪大道777号广场C，近南泉北路
Shanghai DeltaWest Clinic Building
B-5F, 2558 West Yan’ an Lu 延安西
路2558号B座5层 (400 821 0277/
2213 9777, www.deltahealth.com.cn,
patientservice@deltahealth.com.cn)
ParkwayHealth Medical & Dental
Centers 24/7 Hotline 6445 5999
1) Gleneagles Medical and Surgical
Center, Tomorrow Square 4F, 389
Nanjing Xi Rd Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00
p.m.
Sat - Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
2) Hong Qiao Medical Center, 2258
Hong Qiao Rd.
Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
3) Shanghai Centre Medical & Dental
Centers, 203-4 West Retail Plaza, 1376
Nanjing Xi Rd.
Medical Center
Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dental Center
Mon - Sun, 8:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.
4) Specialty and Inpatient Center, 3F, 170
Danshui Rd. (near Xintiandi)
Mon - Sat, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
After Hours Care (Primary Care)
Mon - Sun, 7:00 p.m. - 9:00 a.m.
5) Jin Qiao Medical & Dental Center, 997,
Bi Yun Road, Jin Qiao, Pudong
Medical Center
Mon - Fri, 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Dental Center
Mon - Fri, 8:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat & Sun, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
6) Jin Mao Tower Medical Center, (Close
to Gate 15) 1N01(B) Jin Mao Tower, No.88
Century Ave, Pudong New Area

Mon - Fri, 9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Sat, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Shanghai United Family Hospital and
Clinics 1) 1139 Xianxia Lu, by Qingxi
Lu (2216 3900, 2216 3999) Mon-Sat:
8.30am-5.30pm 2) Shanghai Racquet
Club, Lane 555 Jinfeng Lu, by Baole
Lu Mon-Sat 9am-5pm 3) 1/F, area A
& B, 525 Hongfeng Lu, by Mingyue
Lu (5030 9907) Mon-Sat: 8.30am5.30pm 4) 8 Quankou Lu, by Linquan
Lu Mon-Sat: 8am-5.30pm www.ufh.
com.cn 1) 仙霞路1139号, 近青溪路 2)
金丰路555弄上海网球俱乐部内, 近保
乐路 3) 红枫路525号A&B区1楼, 近明
月路 4) 泉口路8号, 近林泉路
SinoUnited Health, Physiotherapy,
Orthopaedics, Sports Medicine
1)Gubei Clinic: 491 Yili Nan Lu, by
Huangjincheng Avenue 伊犁南路491
号，近黄金城道 (6124 9979) 2)Jinqiao
Clinic: No. 16, 300 Hongfeng Lu, by
Biyun Lu 桥红枫路300弄16号,近碧
云路 (5030 7810) 3) Shanghai Centre
(Portman) Clinic: Suite 601, Shanghai
Centre, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu 南京西路
1376号上海商城西峰601室(6279 8920)
Shanghai ConBio Aesthetic Surgery
Hospital 259 ,Xikang Lu 西康路259
号 (6289 5163, 6289 5165, www.
chinameirong.com/english)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center; Shanghai
Redleaf International Women's
Hospital 1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by
Donghu Lu 8am-5pm, 24/7 (6196
3333) marketing@redleafhospital.
com www.redleafhosptial.com 淮海
中路1209号, 近东湖路
Sunshine Children's Clinic 85 Yili Nan
Lu, by Guyang Lu 伊犁南路85号, 近
古羊路 (5477 6480)
Wooridul International Spine
Hospital (Shanghai) 106 Shi Guang
Yi Cun, by Wujiaochang 市光一村
106号, 近五角场 (6117 9900, www.
wolide.com/en)
WorldPath Clinic International
399 NanQuan Bei Lu 南泉北
路399号 (2020 7888, www.
worldpathclinic.com, service@
worldpathclinic.com) Mon-Fri
9am-8pm,Sat-Sun 9am-4pm

Chinese Medicine
Body & Soul - Medical Clinics 1)
Huangpu: 14/F, An Ji Plaza, 760 Xizang
Nan Lu 西藏南路760号安基大厦14楼5
室 (5101 9262, huangpu@bodyandsoul.
com.cn) 2)Minhang: Zhi Di Plaza, 211
Chengjia Qiao Zhi Lu 程家桥支路211号
(6461 6550, minhang@bodyandsoul.
com.cn) 3)Jingan: 6/F, Four Seasons

Hotel, 500 Weihai Lu 威海路500号上
海四季酒店6楼 (5101 9262, jingan@
bodyandsoul.com.cn) 4)Pudong: Room
1303, Jin Ying Bld. (B), 1518 Minsheng
Lu, by Hanxiao Lu 民生路1518号金鹰
大厦1303室，近含笑路 (6162 0361,
pudong@bodyandsoul.com.cn)

Pregnancy Health Services
American-Sino OB/GYN Service 1)
Inpatient: 14/F, Complex Building
Huashan Hospital, 12 Wulumuqi
Zhong Lu, by Changle Lu 乌鲁木
齐中路12号华山医院综合楼14楼,
近长乐路(6249 3246, 5288 7240)
2) Outpatient: 3/F, Block 6, Clove
Apartment, 800 Huashan Lu, by
Zhenning Lu 华山路800弄丁香公寓
6号裙楼3楼，近镇宁路(6210 2299)
Mon-Fri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am 5pm
Parkway Health Medical Center
Services include family medicine,
birthing, paediatrics, infertility
treatment, ultrasound scanning and
24-hour in-patient & urgent care. 2/
F, 1376 Nanjing Xi Lu, by Xikang Lu 南
京西路1376号2楼，近西康路 (6385
9889, 24 hour hotline: 6445 5999)
Mon-Sun 9am - 9pm
Shanghai East International Medical
Center 551 Pudong Nan Lu 浦东南路
551号 (5879 9999, www.seimc.com.cn)
Shanghai Redleaf International
Women and Infants Center; Shanghai
Redleaf International Women's
Hospital 1209 Huaihai Zhong Lu, by
Donghu Lu 8am-5pm, 24/7 (6196
3333) marketing@redleafhospital.
com www.redleafhosptial.com 淮海
中路1209号, 近东湖路
Shanghai United Family Hospital
1139 Xianxia lu, by Qingxi Lu 仙霞路
1139号, 近青溪路 (2216 3900, 400
639 3900, www.ufh.com.cn) MonSat 8:30am -5:30pm
VIP Maternity & GYN Center VIP 1315/F, 12 Wulumuqi Zhong Lu, by
Changle Lu 乌鲁木齐中路12号, 近长
乐路 (5288 9999, www.upmg.us)

group classes for a wide variety of
instruments. Upcoming Christmas
Concerts: Dec 12th, 7:00pm at
STCC, Dec 13th 4:30pm at Concord
Music. For tickets, please contact us.
Location: 678 Gubei Lu, Suite 803,
near Xianxia Lu, 古北路678号同诠
大厦803室 近仙霞路 (021-52357398,
info@concord-music.com, www.
concord-music.com)
New Horizons Since 2006, New
Horizons has helped thousands
of international students get
into elite American universities
and boarding schools with their
professional test prep courses
(SAT,ACT,SSAT, SCAT) and Language
arts courses. No.480 Hongxu
Road(021-52280110) 虹许路480号
古北中心(021-52280110) / No.372
Xingle Road,Huacao,Minhang(02152288552)闵行区幸路372
号, 华漕中心(021- 52288552)
/ No.18 Huangyang
Road,Pudong(021-58341378)黄杨路
18号浦东中心(021-58341378)
Active Kidz Shanghai A not for profit
youth sports organization offering
recreational and competitive
sports’ programs for children 3- 15
years old in Pudong and Puxi. More
information on www.activekidz.org.
The Little Gym Programs include
parent/child classes, gymnastics,
karate, dance and sports classes.
Suite J, 28/F, 588 Pudong Nan Lu,
Pu Fa Mansion 浦东南路88号浦
发大厦28楼J 室 (021 6859 6266,
www.thelittlegym.com.cn)
Craft’d Shanghai The new Craft'd
studio in Xuhui gives children the
opportunity to try out a different
craft activity each week in a safe
and secure environment. From
mosaic to paper mâché, appliqué
to ceramic painting there is
sure to be something for every
child to enjoy! 250RMB per class
(1 1/2 hours, including snacks)
or 2300RMB for a bundle of 10

classes. We also run craft classes
for adults in our studio located at
1218 Fuxing Lu, near South Shaanxi
metro 复兴路1218号，近陕西南路
地铁站 (WeChat: craftd_sh. www.
craftd-shanghai.com)

Photography
Studio
PONY KIDS Photography Studio
was founded in 2012. By continuously
developing its expertise, the studio has
built a professional team equipped with
high-end photography equipment.
Its Xuhui branch is the first LOFT-style
studio in Shanghai. Occupying 400
square meters, the studio can cater
to your needs by creating beautiful
artwork based around each child's
unique characteristics. Services offered
include newborn photography, baby
photos, family portraits and more that
will definitely leave an unforgettable
memory for the entire family.
Operation Time: Monday-Sunday 9:3018:00 星期一至星期日9:30—18:00
Address: Xuhui District Tian Yao Qiao
Road 909 D1 International Creative Space
3 building 212 room by zhongshan nan
er lu 天钥桥路909号 D1国际创意空间
3#212室 近中山南二路
Tel：
021-54135378 60490001 18930089811

Travel
Classic Travel This full service English
– speaking travel agency books very
classic trips in China and throughout
Asia with special focus on southeast
Asia getaways. English – savvy, but
you need to call to get the real scoop
as the website is more idea oriented,
rather than total service. Monday –
Friday, 9am – 6pm. 2nd Floor, Block
D, Art Forest 525 Fahuazhen Lu,
Chang Ning District, Shanghai(near
Ding Xi Lu or Pan Yu Lu) 法华镇路525
号创意树林D单元2楼 (400 820 6113;
luxury@classictravel.net.cn; www.
classictravel.net.cn.)

WorldPath Clinic International 399
Nanquan Bei Lu 南泉北路399号(2020
7888, www.worldpathclinic.com,
service@worldpathclinic.com) MonFri 9am - 8pm, Sat-Sun 9am-4pm

Afterschool
Activities
Concord Music is a music school
with an international teaching
staff and offers 1-on-1 as well as
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TIGER FATHER

So Long, CHINA
By Trevor Marshallsea

I knew why we’d come and roughly how long
we’d stay. In fact, a planned one year became
seven. Sound familiar?

A

fter seven years, the time has
come to write my farewell to China. The temptation with such
pieces is to lean towards the wistful or the
melancholic, or to gild the odd lily. But if
there's one thing I've learned in journalism around the world, it's that not only
can you not coat flowers with gold, neither can you polish turds.
To be clear, it didn't drive me nuts to be in
China, in my case Beijing. I knew why we'd
come – my wife's medical career – and
roughly how long we'd stay. In fact, a
planned one year became seven. Sound
familiar?
What was also clear is that we'd stayed
long enough. As friend after friend left
roughly on schedule (and it's hard after a
while to make friends with newcomers),
we became those expats who stayed because they couldn't quite get it together
to leave. Until now.
But instead of those above-mentioned
sentimentalities, I'd rather quite from
Monty Python and the Holy Grail. When
our heroes finally reach Camelot, instead
of being entranced, they're nonplussed by
a lot of ... nonsense. King Arthur turns
and says: "On second thoughts, let's not
go to Camelot. 'Tis a silly place."
After a while, the silly bits of Beijing
should make you question why you live
here. A lot of it is novel for a time, and
challenges your ideas of how things
should be done, if we're putting it nicely.
But after a while, for me the feeling was
"OK, done it now. Time to get back to my
own element, and the things that ‘really’
nourish my soul, not just things I'll dabble in for a while."
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Being an expat here feels like floating
through life. You float down the street
not knowing what that sign says, what
that shop does, or what those people are
talking about. That depends on your level
of Mandarin, but if you can understand
the chatter, can you relate? Are you captivated by that which interests the locals,
which therefore represents that most basic of lifestyle questions when anyone
goes anywhere: What's there to do here?
We know about the pollution. Suffice to
say that if you're in a place where you
must first check an app before knowing
whether it will harm you to go outdoors,
then make no bones about it—that place
is a silly place.
But there are other pointers in the traffic.
Behold, the minor bump. When two cars
collide, or let's say ‘rub,’ and the owners
are then not allowed to move them until
the matter is settled, even if an inch-long
scratch means many thousands of people on that ring road will be held up, then
you're in a silly place.
Anyway, there's nothing to do—I've made
many lamented trips to traffic jams to
and from the Great Wall (what the hell
does that wonder do, by the way?)—but
perhaps it's worse for male trailing
spouses. Many women told me how they
loved Beijing for its fake handbags and
restaurants. If shopping and eating ticks
all your boxes, then maybe Beijing's
the place. Mind you, once cheap, Beijing is now very expensive.
My biggest tip for Beijing is
to get a bicycle. My nighttime rides along China's main street,

Chang'an Avenue, singing loud like a local, getting not odd looks but waves and
smiles from my fellow riders, goes in as
my favorite memory.
China's also great for meeting interesting
people from all over the world. Your kids
get a world view (at their staggeringly expensive international schools). Beijingers
are mostly nice at the micro level, and
you get an ayi, though they are available
in cheaper, less silly places.
So we're off to Sydney. It's expensive, the
traffic can suck, but its air is fragrant (in a
good way), there are many clean and convenient things to do—beaches, parks with
walkable grass, liberal media and cinema,
world-class arts and sport, etc. The people
care about their fellow man.
(The views expressed here are those of
this columnist, and not his wife, who really will miss her patients and won't, say,
dance about with a lampshade on her
head like that big bald bloke in her living
room. Also, next month I'll really say
goodbye with one last column— “from
the other side.”)
Trevor Marshallsea was a foreign correspondent in Beijing in
the 1990s and returned a decade later. This time around he
stays at home to raise the kids. Read more of his domestic
adventures at www.thetigerfather.com.

